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The report of the Massachusetts State Board of
Health for the week ending May 9, 1896, reported
twenty samples of Lard, twelve were
l^at out
found to be adulterated. The question is, Who
when you get
uses them ? One thing is
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there is no adulteration. If your dealer will not
supply it, ask him WHY? If you call for
Squire** Pure Leaf Lard and insist on having
it, you are entering your protest against the
adulterated Lards and substitutes. Squire's is
tried out in the oldfashioned way. Is there any
better method? Ask experienced housekeepers.
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The Sacred Heart Review
is owned and published by the

REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.,
a corporation organized under the laws
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and consisting of the leading Catholic
clergymen of New England.
Important additions to the extensive
plant have lately been made, including new
type, presses, and other machinery of the
most improved patterns.
The Review now has regular correspondence from the principal Catholic
centres of Europe.
A number of distinguished writers
have been added to the editorial staff.
The paper consists of from sixteen to
twenty pages, and other pages will be
added as occasion demands.
The management of the Review remains in the same hands as heretofore.
The bishops of the country, assembled
in the Council of Baltimore, appealed to
the clergy to use the press for the protection of Catholic interests, saying: " It
is culpable and unbecoming to neglect
this powerful means for the defense and
propagation of the faith." We therefore
cheerfully undertake this labor, and contribute from our means, so that by our
united efforts the scope and usefulness of
this excellent paper may be enlarged, and
it may be made still more worthy of a
place in every Catholic home.
It has been a source of satisfaction to
us to know that the Review has been
conducted according to the highest Catholic ideals and that it is held in special
esteem by the clergy and the intelligent
laity of New England. The Most Rev.
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Province, without being at all responsible
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EditoralNotes.
A man in Haverhill asserts in the Haverhill
" is an A. P. A.and believes in
its principles." Of course he means its prejudices,
not its principles. X verybody knows that the
A. P. A. has no principles.

Gazette that he

The Rev. George W. Pepper, the well known
Methodist clergyman, exhibited anew his love for
Ireland on Irish-American day at the Tennessee
Centennial Exposition. His remarks were, as
usual, eloquent and to the point.
Cardinal Vaughan attended, not long since, a
garden party at the residence of the Protestant
archbishop of Canterbury, and this has made the
bigots among our separated brethren in England
very sad and in some cases very mad. So it seems
that two gentlemencan not exchange the courtesies
of social life without being barked at by Tray,
Blanche, Sweetheart and the other little sectarian " dogs " who sniff disaster whenever a
Catholic comes upon the scene and meets his
Protestant fellow countrymen and countrywomen
in a brief hour of harmless recreation.
The Review is weekly in receipt of warm commendatory letters, which it values highly. A
Charlestown subscriber, in renewing his subscription, says, " I would state that the Review is as
bright and as useful as ever, and I wish to make
special mention of the Encyclicals, and the articles
of Mr. Spalding, which are deserving, when
completed, of being published in book form." A
Pittsfield, Me., correspondent, in sending the
names of three new subscribers, remarks: "I
hope they will be permanent subscribers. If they
appreciate the paper as I do, they will always
take it."

In referring to the Rev. B. Fay Mills, the
Unitarian says :
" Mr. Mills has eaten his fill of
the leaves upon the tree of life and is going into the
pupa stage of his development.
It is to
be expected that he will in time put off the distinctively undenominational wrappings of the
cocoon period and spread the wings of his perfected being under the bright sunshine of a satisfying and positive religious philosophy such as
Unitarians profess." To this bit of scientific
imagery, the Conyregationalist slyly replies,
" That is, if these great expectationsare realized,
Mr. Mills is to become a liberal butterfly." It
is afterthisfashion that our separatedbrethren often
poke fun at one another.

. . .

The Christian Register, in noticing the death
of Francis W. Newman, the brother of Cardinal
Newman, says, after referring to some notional
peculiarities of the former, that they prepare us
to find a style in Francis which seldom rose to
any splendid height, while that of John was of
such lyrical and poignant charm that many were
enticed by it to accept the doctrine hidden in it
like a subtle poison in the rarest wine. But what,
apart from their opinions and even more than
those, distinguished the two brothers was the
absolute sincerity of Francis; while John had,
without conscious indirection, a dishonest mind."
If John Henry Newman had become identified
with any other religion save the Catbo'ic, the
above would, probably, never have been penned.
Because he followed the guidance of reason and
the light of faith he must be condemned by Unitarians who profess to be votaries of reason. Reason
in Newman reached its highest development
an

"

?
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act of faith. The Register misunderstands New- ious organizations of the country calling itself by
man because it is ignorant of the nobility of faith such a big name, have been able up to the present
and denies to reason its grandest function.
time to prevent this absurd action, which would
be
sure to make them the laughing-stock of the
Margaret L. Shepherd, who is remembered in
country. But some of the Episcopalians, accordBoston, but not for her truthfulness, has been
latest reports, propose to go farther and
giving her lectures to women only " in St. John, ing to
"
call their church "The Church." We approve
N. B. Any women who listens to her filthy talk
this name. It has much to commend it. People
with satisfaction must have lost her love for
will then know that it is not a church
one of
purity in speech and action, unless she is mentally
many claimants, but the church, that is, the
unbalanced by bigotry and intolerance. Mrs.
only church in the world. This claim may be as
Shepherd's career here does not smell sweet in the
lacking in modesty as it is in religious or historical
nostrils of fair-minded Protestants. She claims
warrant, but it will effectually direct people's atto have been a nun, when it is well known that
tention to what is fast becoming the greatest
she was only a
penitent " in a reformatory
"
humbug
of the nineteenth century.
institution.
?

?

At a wedding which took place in a Congregational church, at Newark, N. J., last week, we
are told by the daily press that
" many of the
usual religious formulas were omitted from the
ceremony." Nobody was asked to love and honor
anybody else, and the final words, " Whom God
hath joined together let no man put asunder,"
were not said, the minister substituting for that
solemn adjuration a few remarks of his own on
" each seeking the good of the other," "to please
rather than to be pleased," and other such glittering generalities. This is as it should be, in view
of the fact that the Protestant churches have
proven themselves so utterly unable to cope with
the divorce evil, and in some cases have even
seemed to favor its extension; and the minister
mentioned above was not far from doing a consistent thing when he refused to keep up the farce
any longer. A Protestant minister, at a marriage ceremony, uttering the words, Whom God
"
hath joined together let no man put asunder,"
when he and the contracting parties know that
divorce is winked at and indirectly encouragedby
the church he represents, is very blind to the
truth, to say the least.
Ever and anon arises some Protestant preacher
all mankind the glory of the AngloSaxon race, and particularly the glory of the
"American offshoot" of that race, by which he
means the inhabitants of the United States. The
absurdity of fastening the name "Anglo-Saxon"
upon the people of this country has been pointed
out again and again, but still the occasional
preacher repeats the old falsehood. In an answer
to a correspondent the New York Sun has the following, which we earnestly wish may have a
beneficial effect on the beclouded minds of the people who fondly imagine that this is an AngloSaxon country :
"An Anglo-Saxon, as the term is misused now, is any
person who speaks the English language as his native
tongue. There are no real Anglo-Saxons alive now probably, or if there are they are too few to count. Lehmann
probably thinks of himself as an Anglo-Saxon, just as
some persons think that the United States are the product of Anglo-Saxon minds and muscle; but he and they
are wrong. Scotland is not Anglo-Saxon, it is Celtic;
yet its Celts are herded in with the English as AngloSaxons. The Teutonic races predominate In the United
States; the census reports show the fact. The British
Empire furnishes forty per cent, of our foreign immito proclaim to

?

grants, Germany twenty-nine per cent.; but three-quarters of the British Immigration is from Celtic Ireland
and Scotland."

The "American Church."
It is queer that the members of the Protestant
Episcopal church of America should be ashamed
of the name selected by themselves, and the one
by which the whole world knows them. Many of
them advocate changing their name to The American Church." The more sensible members,
seeing the absurdity of one of the smallest relig-

"

Mr. Angrell's Paper.

Our Dumb Animals for October quotes from the
Review a remark about the bachanalian habits of
some non-Catholic college boys, which we borrowed
from Kate Upson Clarke. It also publishes, from
the Washington Daily News, the question, Why
can not Protestants devise some way by which the
rich and poor can worship and pray together as
they do in the Catholic Church ? " and adds the
query, "Why not?" A simple answer to this
question might be that only God can establish a
church suited to unite all classes, rich and poor.
Churches organized by men never did and never
will do this work.

"

As an Irish Poet.

The New York Freeman's Journal seems to have
risen to the level of the situation when it says, in
regard to Thomas Moore, that he should be represented in the Congressional Library at Washington
as an Irish poet, just as Burns appears there as
a Scotch poet. Moore could not be classed among
the first of English poets, but he is easily a leader
among the modern poets of his native land, and
is well known in all civilized countries. He had
as intense a love for his birthplace as Burns had
for his, and both are lyric poets whose lays will
be sung as long as the English language lasts,
though both have little to do with English ideas or
English sentiments. Both, no doubt, wrote much
in their youth that they would have blotted out
with their tears, if it were possible, but they were
natural singers, though they sometimes abused
their rare gifts. Moore did not compliment the
Americans when he was young; neither did
Dickens, who was almost idolized on his first visit
to this country, and what we do not lay up against
the novelist we should not lay up against the poet.
Dickens was sorry for what he said. So was
Moore, and that should have ended all objections
to his having a place on the roll of poets in the
Congressional Library. As an Irish poet, mind
you. Only this and nothing more !
A Man of Many Fears.
A writer in the Standard, a Baptist paper,
laments the tendencies toward Catholicism in Protestant worship. This is not exactly the way in
which he puts it, but it is what he means. He
talks about "Rome" and "Christianity," to
designate Catholic and Protestant, as if all Catholics were Romans and all Christians Protestants.
He has mixed things up on account of a defective
mental vision, which we are afraid is past all cure,
though, as Christians, we hope not. This writer
is a minister and he acknowledges that he did not
know what an " Aye Maria " was when the soloist
in his little meeting-house asked if she might sing
one. Truly the good man's religious and musical
education must have been sadly neglected, and his
reading on general subjects must have been very

XH E
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limited, to say nothing of his deficient knowledge
of Latin phrases, which nearly every schoolboy
knows by heart. His wife, more intelligent, informed him what an Aye Maria" was, and he
was terrified, and gave vent to his feelings as
Shades of the fathers ! I seemed to see
follows :
rising from their graves the worthies of the past
in horror at the idea that prayers to Mary should
be said or sung in a Baptist meeting-house." A
more appropriate place might be found, we acknowledge? a church, not a "meeting-house,"
whose bare walls would not recall the Mother of
Our Saviour or her divine Son. This ministerial
contributor also objects to what he calls popish
days " because they tend toward Rome ?which in
his benighted mind always stands for Catholic.
He is in great dread that Christmas and Easter
Sunday will be held, among Protestants, as sacred
as the Lord's Day. And why not? The last mentioned, even from his standpoint, is the Lord's
day, and if Christmas day is not the Lord's day,'
whose day is it? Really, the dust of intolerance is
very blinding. But the contributor, whose name,
by the way, is Mr. Murray, reaches the climax of
misery when he trembles lest some one will be,
before long, celebrating the feast of the Virgin in
Calm your fears,
a Baptist meeting-house.
friend ! This will not happen until the meetinghouse is transformed into a Catholic church, as
many a meeting-house has been in the past. You
are right; there is a tendency toward Catholicism,
but you can not stop it by blowing your penny
trumpet. You would be better employed in seeking
for the truth, even though some people are saved
through invincible ignorance.

"

"

"

Adulterated Articles.
The Department of Agriculture at Washington,
D. C, is investigating the character and extent of
the adulteration of food and drugs. It asks cooperation in the work of securing accurate information on this subject, and any person who has any
important facts, well authenticated, to communicate in regard to adulteration, may send them to
the Review office or to the ChemicalDivision of the
Department of Agriculture at Washington. How
far adulterations are carried in Massachusetts can
not be stated, but there is a law forbidding them,
and we have a state chemist whose duty it is to
analyze all suspected articles presented to his attention. But still, with presumably constant
watchfulness on the part of officials, we may say,
in a metaphorical way, that chalk and alum and
plaster are sold to the poor for bread." It is the
poor who suffer the most through adulteration.
People of means can afford to pay high prices for
the best that the markets afford, and articles
that they buy for food or medicine are not apt to
be adulterated; but the humble laborers, living on
low wages, must buy at a cheaper rate, and frequently the things offered them for consumption
are not only poor in quality, but are lacking in
purity of material. Often they get coffee that has
been mixed plentifully with some other substance,
or sugar that has been sanded, not to speak of
other unlawful mixtures that are neither healthful
nor palatable. If, unfortunately, there be hard
drinkers among these consumers they drink vile
concoctions:

"

?

"And the vitriol madness Hushes up in the ruffian's head
'Till the filthy by-lane rings to the yell of a trampled
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as one could wish for washing purpi ses, memorale and celebrate the events in the earthly
was deposited. I asked, through your valuable columns, life of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, we
of its nature, and was told it was Prussian blue, but
render thanks for those inestimable benefits to our
that the state chemist did not deem the quantity sufficient
injurious
to be
to the health of the community. But needy race.
But this is not all. Every day we should thank
whether honao-opathic doses are as effective in their
results as larger ones or not, Prussian blue in any God for His care over us in the previous night;
quantity, however infinitesimal, is not conducive to the every night, before we fall asleep, we should thank
health of any community. The whiter the sugar looks
Him for all His many benefits through the long
the more blui git contains. If all who are aware of
adulterated articles would keep the ball of reform roll- day of toil, of study, of temptation, of care, of
ing by calling attention to it, a reform in this respect many joys, of many trials.
would soon be evident, for to awake public attention to
Thank Him sometimes for the things He has
any evil, individualism has ever led the way."
kept us from doing, things we wanted to do and
that would have wrought us barm ; thank Him
THANKFUL HEARTS.
even for trial, pain, loss, chastisement, disapThe epistle for the twentieth Sunday after Pen- pointment. As Father Kaber says, in one of his
tecost says to us, "Be
filled with the Holy helpful and sweet hymns :?
as dark a blue

ye

Spirit, speaking to yourselves in psalms and
hymns and spiritual canticles, singing and making
melody in your hearts to the Lord ; giving thanks
always for all things in the name of our Lord
Jesus Christ, to God and the Father."
The duty of thanksgiving, of gratitude, of recognition of benefits, is a more important one than
some people seem to think. So important is it,
in fact, that Father Faber reckons it among what
he calls the peculiar " flowers " of all devotions
to the sacred infancy and the Blessed Sacrament.
They are five in number: joy, adoration, gratitude, simplicity, and the hidden life. How many
of us would have dreamed of reckoning gratitude
among them ? Any and all of the four others
would have come more naturally to mind. We
may reasonably suspect that it is a virtue which
those who are particularly devout to the Blessed
Sacrament are wont to find increasing to a marked
degree in their characters, and that Father Faber
knew this through his own spiritual experience
and that of others whose souls were open to him.
He says that gratitude is a virtue peculiarly
noticeable in all the saints, and that it is not a
characteristic of modern society. And he uses
this very strong expression: "If a man were
shown me who had a long memory for little kindnesses, who never seemed out of debt in his affections, who exaggerated his obligations to others,
kept anniversaries of them, and repaid them
twenty times over, I should be more struck with
the likelihood of his turning out a saint than if I
heard that he disciplined himself to blood daily,
slept on the bare boards, enjoyed the prayer of
quiet, had been scourged by devils, and had seen
our Blessed Lady. Alas! we forget the ten
lepers, and the nine that were ungrateful; or in
these days of self-praise and self-importance, we
are like Ezechias, when God had given him a sign,
?' he did not render again according to the benefits which he had received ; for his heart was
lifted up.'"
How can we show gratitude to Almighty God?
Ought we not rather to say, how can we ever
cease to show it! Where find a limit to our
thanksgiving! The Church shows us a way, in
her holy habit of setting apart special feasts that
remind us of God's love and many favors. This
very month of October, the month of the holy
angels, for instance, recalls to us His goodness in
granting to each of us a holy angel guide :?
from
" My earliest friend, mine
my

the time
When first I drew
breath;
My latest friend, who shall be mine,
Unfailing, to my death."

Our very keeping of the month and of the
various festivals of the holy angels is an act of
gratitude, and of practical recognition of God's
goodness and their watchful and tireless care over
us. So, too, with all feasts of our Blessed Lady
and of the saints, we thank God fortheir good examples, for their availing intercession, for their
love ; above all, for His love in making them what
they are, and in giving them to us as our beloved
brothers and sisters in the communion of the
a dead letter. Some years ago, after skimming, while
saints and the fellowship of the household of
clarifying a few pounds of sugar for preserving fruit,
days which combluing sufficient to cover a large size dinner p'ato and God. Especially in the great
wife."
A letter that appeared recently in the Boston
Transcript is to the point on the subject of
adulterations, and we reproduce it as one of the
many indications that there are traders so unprincipled that they will take advantage to adulterate
the most common articles used for daily food. The
correspondent said:
?? I hope the law in regard to the adulteration of food
will not, like too many of our laws, be allowed to become

4

Thee, Lord, for this kind check
" I thank
To spirits over-free,

And for all things that make me feel
More helpless need of Thee."

or, as Cardinal Newman says

:

?

one pang austere,
" I would not miss burning
Heart-throb or
brow
Hitter the chastisement severe,
Sweet is its memory now.
There let the fragrant scars abide,
Love-tokens in Thy stead,
Faint shadows of the spear-pierced side
And thorn-encompassed head."

:

?

The time may come when, even though our
hearts are breaking, the first cry of our lips will
be :
Thank God. The Lord gave and the Lord
hath taken away. Blessed be the name of the
Lord." Even in those hardest trials, caused by
our own pins and failings, or the faults of our
kindred and friends, we shall be able to find
cause for gratitude in the memory of the truth
that God is always ready to forgive, long-suffering
and plenteous in mercy towards all who really
turn to Him. If we cultivate a thankful heart,
we shall find that we have not time enough for all
we would say and do in grateful acknowledgment
of God's mercies, and we will be glad to make
this little prayer our own ;?
I wish to thank Thee, and I can not. Do
Thou, dearest Jesus, suffer me to speak with Thy
lips, and to thank Thee with the thankfulness of
Thy own Sacred Heart."
This spirit of gratitude we must cultivate to
all who do good to us, and especially to our spiritual benefactors, those who do good to our immortal souls. This is why we keep anniversaries,
jubilees, birth-days, name-days. This is one
reason why we have Masses said for our dead.
All this is the cultivation of that grateful spirit
which helps a man to become a saint, and which
comes, as the epistle for today informs us, from
the indwelling of the Holy Spirit of God.

"

"

RELIGIOUS AND SECULAR EDUCATIONABROD.

Cardinal Manning predicted some years ago
that the rage for purely elementary secular education could not last in England. He said that a
love for religious education would return, and that
the denominational or religious schools would yet
receive full justice. The prophecy will be realized,
if all signs do not fail, for many parents have
begun to tire of the banishment of religion from
the board schools. Religious schools have now been
placed by Parliament on a surer foundation than
they have occupied since IX7O, when the Education Act was passed. The new act has not given
them all the financial aid to which they are entitled, but it has reaffirmed the right of the denominational schools to a place on the statute
book as a part of the English elementary system,
thus placing them, as far as their existence is concerned, on a level with the board schools. This
recognition of the sacrifices which the Catholics
and the members of the church of England
have made in sustaining their own schools shows
that public opinion has changed, and this is very
gratifying to those who have borne the brunt of

5
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But this is not the only victory that
Catholics have obtained abroad. "Neutral"
schools were established in Belgium in 1879, by
law, and the teaching of religion by the clergy in
these schools was forbidden. The Belgian Catholics, therefo-e, founded schools in 1,936 communes, and these institutions contained, in 1880,
155,179 pupils. In a little more than two years
the Catholic schools had increased to the number
of 3,905, and these were attended by 622,4.'J7
scholars, while 1,500 male and female teachers
had sent in their resignations to the directors of
the secular communal schools, so that they might
be able to instruct in the newly instituted Catholic
schools. The government that was responsible for
the obnoxious law was turned out of office by a
reactionary movement, and in 1884 the communes
were allowed to restore religion to its place in
their schools. The reform went on until 1895,
when religious instruction, save in certain exceptional cases, was placed under the direction of the
clergy and rendered obligatory. Increased subsidies were also granted to private elementary
schools, on the ground that they were saving the
government about one million three hundred
thousand dollars a year. The reason given by the
workers for this concession was that the purely
secular teaching in the elementary schools was
responsible for the present generationof socialists
in Belgium. A reaction in favor of religious education, to which we have not space to refer at
present, is also visible in France. All these indications of a change of public opinion ought to
give hope and courage to Catholics everywhere
who are laboring to be released from supporting secular schools from which their children derive no advantage.
the battle.

THE WORLD'S UNREST, AND ITS REMEDY.
XV.
How the Church treats Sin.

Christianity presupposes the fact

of

sin.

Whether the Son of God would have become the
Son of Man if there had been no sin from which
to redeem the world is a question which was once
much discussed. Practically it is a useless question. Sin explains the Incarnation.
Viewed either as the creature's revolt against
the Creator's rightful authority, or as a malignant
disease spreading corruption, sin is here, within
us and all about us.
It can not be denied any
more than our existence. Those who will not
admit the revolt against God know neither God
nor themselves. Such are smothering conscience,
God's voice within them. All men are forced to
own the evil, the disease, in the world; and the
most complacent moralist whose deeds abound in
natural goodness can not say the root of the evil
is not in himself. Those who can look about
upon the conditions of life, in families, in
society, in the state, under the highest as well as
the lowest grade of civilization, and then try to
explain away the evil they see, or call it by some
smoother name than sin, only an accident or a
mistake, which education and progress are surely
disposing of, ?such are themselves deceivers or
deceived, proclaiming an optimism as false as it is
?

sin,
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the result of Luther's false theories ; their
heads have been so filled with sentimental talk or
their minds so shaken with sensational fears;
they have so yielded to their crude imaginings
or their subtle philosophizings (it makes little difference which) generation after generation for
more than three hundred years, following what
their private judgment got out of the Bible or in
spite of the Bible, with no voice of authority to
guide or interpret, to rebuke or comfort, that for
one or other of these reasons they are slow to own
that there can be any such voice to tell them
truly what will bring them even now peace from
their unrest, and hereafter the perfect peace of
?

eternity.
There is such a voice, such a message. They
are from the Church which Christ established, and
which has never ceased, as part of its message, to
tell men of sin and its remedy. The Church's
life and growth, the transformations which it has
wrought in human character, prove what a power
this voice has had. But are there not multitudes
outside the Church, Christian or non-Christian
people, whose need is what we have just described?
Will they ever come in, or to any great extent?
Verily such a result may be no vain prediction, if
we read aright the uneasiness of our times. There
is a stir, a movement,in the confused mass of men ;
it is chiefly in one direction ; we are reminded of
Froude's striking words,
"In proportion to the
depth with which men feel sin they will gravitate
towards Rome,"
and we ask ourselves, Is
this the effect we see? Is here one of many
causes ?
Only an outline, at best, of the Church's way
of treating sin can be presented in these few columns. Moral theology, so-called, is a vast domain of itself, with bounds as wide as human
nature. The most we can here do is to state certain prominent points of Catholic teaching and
practice, try to dispel ignorance and prejudice
concerning them, and to show with what reasonableness they appeal to the general needs of men.
First of all, then, the Church teaches the dread
reality of sin. It is the only evil she knows in
this fair world of God's creation; but this evil
is stupendous, a huge blot upon God's work, a
great "primal disorder" reaching back to the
disobedience of our first ancestors and involving
all their descendants, with whom sin is, as it
always has been, "something personal, conscious,
voluntary," and consists, more than in overt acts,
in the thoughts of the heart.
?

?

As another matter of fundamental teaching, the
Church points always to the precious sacrifice of
Christ, and claims that only through its infinite
merits can the guilt of sin be pardoned, its defilement removed, its punishment averted. These
infinite merits of Christ are applied to us
by means which Himself has appointed, in holy
sacraments. Baptism is the sacrament of regeneration, in which the soul is new-born, the
past of sin original or actual is washed away, and
a fresh life begun as pure as that of paradise.
The Holy Eucharist, primarily for continuing the
spiritual life through the Body and Blood of
Christ, is also a sacrament of pardon.
But there is another sacrament, that of Penance,

for the
particularly appointed for this purpose
are of no avail. pardoning and cleansing away of all sin after
?

All fanciful theories of this sort
The great heart of humanity throbs true, and disdains them. It well knows there is no use in
pretending joy and peace where there is so much
sorrow and strife. The world is in unrest, and
today more than ever because of sin. The fact is
evident, from the world's growing worse as well
as better; and more and more, we believe, is the
world so feeling it. Vast numbers would own it
who now do not, but that they are looking in vain
for an effectual remedy. People have been told so
long either that they have no sin, that there is no
such thing as sin,? the teaching of pure naturalism ; or else that it is no matter how much they

baptism. As baptism can not be repeated, this
sacrament holds a most important place in Catholic teaching and practice. The authority for it is
found in the power which Our Lord gave His
apostles to forgive or to retain sin and the promise
He connected with it. " Whose sins ye shall
forgive, they are forgiven them, and whose sins
ye shall retain, they are retained." Here let us
clear up one possible difficulty at the outset. It
is God, it is Christ, Who forgives. The minister
of this, as of all sacraments, only acts in Christ's
name. His power, therefore, real as it is, is a
deputed power. Now since he is appointed so to

.
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act, it is a kind of tribunal or place of judgment
which the Church in this sacrament sets up. But
how can the priest, who is the judge in the
tribunal, be able to give judgment unless the sin
ncr, who is both accuser and accused, reveal his
sins? This is the ground for confession, in itself ; and on the face of it it is reasonable, for it
is necessary. The sinner, with sincere sorrow for
his sins and resolve to sin no more, confesses to
the priest as to God, and receives God's pardon.
But various objections arise in the non-Catholic
mind. What need of confession to the priest ?
Because Christ has so authorized, and His Church
(acting infallibly) has from the first so taught,?
must be the answer. But does not God bid us
come directly to Him? And who says you shall
not??we reply. Can you take up any Catholic
manual of prayers without finding such coming to
God taught and encouraged? It is a part of
prayer, and no one would think of leading the
Christian life without such freedom. But this is
not saying you should not also go to God in confession and for pardon through His priest as He has
commanded. Perfect contrition, sorrow for sin
and detestation of it from supreme love for God,
the Church teaches it is possible for you to
exercise, and this always gains His instant and
entire pardon; but one item of such contrition
would naturally be your desire to obey all God's
ordinances, and this is one of them, " the ordinary
means of conveying remission of sin;
and
what is extraordinary and purely internal should
not be allowed to dispense with the use of the
ordinary and external means of attaining the same
end."* But how can the priest know lam contrite, and sufficiently so? He can not know, of
course, but that you are a hypocrite; only in such
case your absolution is of no worth, for we can not
deceive God; and as for the degree of contrition,
it may be very imperfect, so it is sincere. God
knows; He judges; and He is merciful to every
honest soul which so desires His pardon as to
submit to His ordinances, and even if fear of
punishment as well as love for Him be part of the
motive.
The element of shame, the humiliation of confessing one's sins to a fellow man, however good
and holy, enters largely into the objections made.
The proud heart rises against it. Yet even this
objection is not so powerful as it seems to be. It
is more than counterbalanced by the good to our
nature of just this humiliation; by the counsel
and help which thousands upon thousands own
they have gained from this sacrament, and could
have gained in no other way; by the sympathy,
so human, yet breathing a divine charm, which
the soul receives; and more than all else by the
pardon which the priest pronounces in Christ's
name. Well does the Council of Trent speak of
the calming, consoling effect of that human voice,
heard even as that of Christ the Lord," as one
great object which He had in view in mercifully
appointing this sacrament. Further, all sins are
safely confided to the priest. The hidden sin,?
beforeknown only to one's own self and God,
the base, bold, horrible, revolting sin, all are kept
by him, under strictest obligations, even at risk of
life, a sure secret. This is no fancy of imagination ; it.is simple fact, with hardly a single exception in the whole history of the Church. The
seal of the confessional is inviolate. No court of
justice tries to extort knowledge, from this source,
of even the most dreadful crime. Moreover,
highest legal authorities have again and again decided that it is for the true welfare of society as
well as for the best interests of individual morality
that such secrets be sacredly kept.
So much is still left unsaid upon this important
topic of confession that we must postpone it to
our next paper, which will also take up the punishment of sin, with a few words upon indulgences.
James Field Spalding.
?

?

...

?

"

?

* Father Hunter's "

Dogmatic Theology," iii.

p.

321.
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THE SACKED HEART REVIEW.

CThurceAbroad.
CATHOLIC THOUGHT AND EVENTS IN
FOREIGN LANDS.

Vienna, Oct. 5, 1897.
The Reichsrath lost no time in confirming the
general apprehension that the present session
would prove one of the stormiest ever known.
When it closed its doors last June, on scenes of
disorder that were simply scandalous, every one
predicted of this present session just about what
has happened, barring the exact details.
The Germans have always been a troublesome
element, wielding an influence far in excess of
their numbers, and this in spite of the fact that
the chief grievance alleged by them is that they,
being a minority, are deprived of all influence in
the Reichsrath. Autonomy is now their war-cry,
and autonomy is something they are not likely
to win. Count Badeni has fallen back at
last upon Count Taafe's policy, and is determined to preserve the integrity of the constitution, at any cost, although he is still willing to
make further concessions within its limits. Herr
Schonerer, the leader of the Pan-Germanic faction,
and his adherents, pursue with increased zeal their
old policy of obstructing legislation, and, during
this process, make themselves as odious and insulting as possible, which they can do without
much effort.
When Doctor Ivathrein, the re-elected president of the Reichsrath, took his chair, it was with
the utmost difficulty that he succeeded in making
himself heard, so uproarious was the tumult, and
at every succeeding session the Germans have
never failed to interrupt all his remarks with the
most abusive epithets. Yet he never appears to
mind it. One is amazed at theplacidity of a temper
like Doctor Kathrein's. He has received provocation enough for twenty duels.
With all due allowancefor the continental point
of view on the question of dueling, and admitting
that the fabric of Count Badeni's patience had
been worn to a thread by the long-continued exasperations of the Germans, his recent action
must be regarded not only as a breach of the
Christian law, but as a distinct political blunder.
And in spite of the enthusiasm displayed on all
sides, even by his political opponents, this seems
to be the prevailing opinion, especially among

Catholics.

The Badeni-Wolf duel, resulting in the speedy
disabling of Count Badeni, has been discussed by
the European press in all its aspects, hence it is

not necessary to enter into minute details.

When

the Chamber resumed its session after the cus-

serious result was to be apprehended. He had
been wounded at the first shot; and the doctor in
attendance pronounced him disabled. The opponents then shook hands and separated.
The Austrian law concerning dueling is extremely rigorous, and both Count Badeni and Herr
Wolf were liable to prosecution, but the emperor
has aright to suspend and arrest any judicial proceeding, and in this case his Majesty lost no time
in availing himself of the sovereign right which
the law has conferred on him.
Some of the English journals believe that this
duel will give the finishing-stroke to parliamentary
institutions in Austria. If such an example finds
imitators, as it almost surely will, what is to prevent any minority from employing this short and
easy method with objectionable statesmen. As a
precedent, the influence can only be deplorable.
The Catholic journalists agree in condemning
not only the duel, but the attitude of the emperor,
towards the principals. The Oermania calls the
emperor's action incomprehensible. "Religion
and her laws are binding not on the common
people alone; even emperors and ministers must
bow before the command, Thou shalt not kill.'
Here was the occasion to deal a crushing blow
against dueling. Opportunism steps in to avert
it. If the representative of the highest earthly
power does not protect authority, can anarchists
and socialists be expected to respect it? We trust
that the emperor will reconsider his determination,
and let justice take her course."
Although the German emperorhad a magnificent
reception on the occasion of his visit to Budapest,
the old Hungarian aristocrats, Catholic and conservative, held themselves conspicuously aloof,
which did not, so they say, displease the Viennese.
There has not been much sympathy in Vienna
over the Hungarian demonstration, where the
picture of the Magyars going wild over Wilhelm 11.
has not been found precisely enchanting. The
extravagance of the municipal committee of
Budapest knew no bounds. Nothing was fine
enough to content its ambition. Vast plans were
drawn up for ornamenting the city. Everything
was tobecovered with flowers and flags ; triumphal
arches, emblems and torrents of electric light to
illuminate not only the old city and fortress, but
the surroundingheights andthe famous Blocksburg.
The chief marshal of the palace was obliged to
interpose,inorder to prevent excessive ornamentation of the streets. He reminded the Hungarians
that they could hardly pay greater honor to a
foreign sovereign than to the king of Hungary
himself.
The sequel to the story that has been going the
rounds of the press, of which the archduke Francis Ferdinand, heir to the throne of this parti-colored empire, was supposed to be the hero, has
just appeared at Liege, or Lt'ittich, as the Germans call it. The impostor, whose resemblance
to the archduke enabled him to pursue his little
game, has been arrested, and the young woman,
who was deluded into the belief that she was
marrying a member of the royal family; has returned with her brother to Essen, if that is the
name of the place where this drama began. The
young man goes by the name of Behrendt. He is
an office clerk about twenty-two years old. Fraulein Husmann, the heroine, is also young, pretty
and the possessor of a small fortune. The most
remarkable part of the affair is that the three
brothers of the girl, one of whom is a priest, and
who are all men of intelligence and respectability,
should have been deluded, and for two whole
years, by this enterprising young villain.

'

tomary recess on Thursday, some members of the
Opposition affirmed that a certain number of the
ushers were policemen in disguise, whereupon ensued a resonant clashing of tongues, and a general
uproar so stupefyingthat no one except Herr Wolf,
himself, seems to have preserved a verbal memory
of the remark which he addressed directly to the
prime-minister, Count Badeni.
Herr Wolf is the editor of a journal, the organ
of the Pan-Germanic party, and in this journal he
publishes his own account of the affair. His contention is that he qualified the first insulting
speech, and also his succeeding remarks, by a conditional " If it be true," " If this be really the
case." But since we have only his personal statement to offset the testimony of the other side, it
is impossible to know whether the insult was pure,
or adulterated. Count Badeni had evidently "supped
full" of insults, and on the following day he sent
his seconds to Herr Wolf, who, by the way, is
rather well known a3 a duelist.
General Foreign Notes.
The encounter was kept a profound secret even
Professor Hitze, in a recent lecture, says:
from the Reichsrath, until the Premier's absence
to
and
"The
first and greatest need of our Catholic
explained,
by
from the session had
be
in
his
bed.
The
is
a really substantial support. The greatlying
press
that time the Count was
arm,
and
no
est
that almost everybody who attempts to
mistake,
ball had been extracted from his
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judge the press makes, is that he quite forgets
what it costs to be the editor of a journal. Those
who criticize the sheets see only the ideal side. Of
what such a sheet costs they have not, for the
most part, an idea. Not one of them looks at it
as a business enterprise; business may be considered later, but not until the highest ideal has been
fully developed. That is all very fine, but these
high-minded critics are not paying for the type, or
for the compositors, or for the contributors, or for
any of the hundred and one items that go to
make up the expenses of one edition, and then
the editor expects to make a living.
"But all this could be achieved if Catholics
would support their papers. Very few Catholic
journals have a subscription list a fourth part as
long as it might be. Our people read so little;
they are either indifferent, or ashamed to be seen
reading a Catholic paper, wdien their neighbors
are always making fun of them asUltramontanes."
The Journal dcs Debats, whose.ollices are near
the church of Saint-Germain-l'Auxerrois, informs
us of the peculiar methods employed in its
restoration.
"For a considerable length of time the frequenters of the quiet rue dcs Pretres-SaintGermain-l'Auxerrois have complained that they
could not walk on the side of the street
where the church stands, because fragments
of that venerable edifice were perpetually descending either on their heads, or within an inch of
their noses. However interesting these fragments
of our fifteenth century sculpture may be from the
artistic point of view, it can hardly be expected
that the average man will appreciate them, when
they take him by surprise.
Hence we have consented to voice the complaints of our neighbors, and the voice has made
an impression.
It is now several days since we
had the satisfaction of beholding certain individuals, ollicial, no doubt, wandering over the roof
of the church. Th"y seemed to be inspecting or
The neighborhood shared our
arranging plans.
delight; ?at last Saint Germain was to be restored. Vain illusion! Yesterday afternoon, a
workman armed with a long pole appeared in the
gutters, and after a few preliminary examinations
began his work of demolition. Destruction must
have a special charm. Bits of stone-work fell on
all the neighboring roofs. The man knocked
down the old stone carvings as if they were so
many nuts. Seldom have we seen more energy
expended on actual labor. And this was the
result of trying to protect the interests of art and
the skulls of the passers-by."

"

After a long and painful illness, during which
he had abundant time for meditation, the poet
Francois Coppee wrote in a Parisian journal:
"Panem nostrum quotidianum! I have repeated it
many times, the beautiful prayer, many, many
times these long days, for, in the course of my
tedious illness, I have gone back to the old
song,' as M. Jaur6s calls it; and not only does it,
with unspeakable tenderness, lull the sufferer to
rest, but it also gives him courage and hope.
This admirable Our Father contains everything,
even to the solution of the social problem. Panem
quotidianum! Yes, that is all a man ought ever
to ask or expect from life. If our recollection of
those instructions given us, almost two thousand
years ago on the Mount, if we truly loved each
other as Jesus wished us to love, we should all
possess that daily bread and we should be very
near the kingdom of justice, the kingdom of
God."

'
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from the Louvain house, and one from the house
of Bonsecours, of Rouen, which had been recently
founded, and they were established at West HoboITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC READERS
ken, N. J., through the advice of the archbishop
IN THE MAGAZINES.
of New York. The new Sisters were welcomed
The Perpetual Rosary.
by Bishop Wigger of New Jersey. They occupied
In West Hoboken, N. J., a little more than narrow quarters at first, and had to exercise great
five years ago, a community of Dominican Sisters economy, but, trusting to the help of God,
of the Perpetual Rosary was established, and an Father Damian purchased the property where the
interesting account of it is given in the Rosary convent now stands, for $18,000, the owner offerMagazine for October, from which we make the ing to wait fifteen years for the payment. Today
following abstract. The Rev. Damian Mary the community is not rich, and it often has little
Saintourens, a Dominican of the Paris province, or no money in the house, but it has always met
wrote in 1875 to his superior for permission to the interest on its debt, and even a part of the
organize the association of the Perpetual Rosary. principal has been paid every year. It has been
The pilgrimages to Lourdes began to increase supported by small contributions, for the chapel
wonderfully at this time, and those who had is pretty, and people love to come and pray in it.
made journeys to the miraculous grotto were re- A throne nearly twenty feet high has been raised
turning with great devotion to the Holy Rosary. in the sanctuary, and it supports a beautiful and
Father Damian received permission to establish artistic statue of our Lady of the Rosary, six feet
the society, which soon had twenty-five thousand high. The statue wears the threefold crown of
members. This led to the foundation of a house virgins, of apostles and of martyrs,and it is clothed
of Dominican Sisters who would consecrate their in a golden mantle. Nine kneeling angels, reprelives to the devotion of the Rosary, and act as a senting the nine choirs of heavenlyspirits, surperpetual guard of honor for the Blessed Virgin round the statue. Fifteen standing angels,
Mary. It was not until 1880, however, that richly decorated, on the steps of the throne, repFather Damian was able to found his work, resent the fifteen mysteries of the Holy Rosary.
through the aid and encouragementof a new pro- There are thirty-five Sisters in the community
vincial of the Paris province, the Very Reverend now, but from the first year it has had a sufficient
F. Chocarne, the author of "The Life of Father number to make prayer perpetual at the foot of
Lacordaire." At that time Mother Mary of the the queen of the Holy Rosary. "The chapel is so arAngels, prioress-general of the Third Order of ranged that thesanctuary is not at the end of it,but
the Dominicans of the Sacred Heart at Calais, in the centre ?at the entrance, the part reserved
offered Father Damian part of her convent to for the faithful who came to pray; behind the altar
form the first postulants, an offer which he ac- the iron grating forming the enclosure. It is
cepted. On the twentieth of May, 1880, he behind this grating that the Sisters sing and rearrived at Calais with only four dollars in his cite the Dominican office.
It is there that the
pocket, and this had been given him by the Abbe- hours of the Perpetual Rosary are kept by two
ville Carmelites. On the twenty-fifth of May two Sisters, taking their places each hour. At every
postulants presented themselves at the convent. hour of the day, five minutes before the hour, the
During six months other postulants came, but bell strikes fifteen times to warn the Sisters to
only two, Sister Mary Joseph and Sister Mary take their post of honor. At night, also, five
of the Rosary, persevered. Sister Mary Joseph minutes before the hour, one of the two Sisters
had been secretary of the Perpetual Rosary at leaves her companion and goes to awaken those
Havre, underFather Damian's direction. A decade who are to succeed them. The Sister left in the
later she died in the odor of sanctity at Louvain. choir leaves only when the two new Sisters have
Sister Mary of the Rosary was very young when arrived. When the Sisters are ailing or busy, their
she entered the convent. On the day she was in- companions replace them with pleasure, always
vested with the habit, Father Damian asked her, for the same reason, that prayer maybe perpetual,
we are told, if she was ready to sacrifice all for that no link may be missing in their golden chain."
the glory of the Blessed Virgin.
Yes, Father," In order to propagate the worship of the Blessaid she, "ready to sacrifice all." "And if sed Virgin in the outside world the Sisters, as soon
some day we had to go to America, would you .be as they were established, opened communication
Let it be when you like; I am with the chief and associates of the Perpetual Roswilling to go?"
ready," was her pious answer. In 18'.»1 she was ary already organized by Father Damian in North
the first prioress of a house of her order in America. It then numbered one hundred and
America. In November, 1880, the Revolution twenty thousand members. Of this guard of
had just ejected the religious priests from their honor the Dominican Sisters of West Hoboken
convents, and it was rumored that the same fate were to be the centre. There are Indian associwas in store for the nuns. Father Damian, ates among the tribes of the far West, who recite
therefore, for greater security, resolved to estab- their beads with fervor, and who leave all other
lish the Sisters in Belgium, and for this purpose occupations to make their hour of guard with
rented a small house at Bonsecours de Peruvelz. their tribes.
He had printed the rules of the Dominican Sisters
Rowdyism Again Rebuked.
of the Perpetual Rosary, and they received the
In commenting on Professor Charles Eliot
approbation of the bishop of Tournay. They had
all the principal observances of the Second Order, Norton's remarks on rowdyism, to which the Reexcept the great fasts and the perpetual abstinence. view has more than once alluded, the New EngThese were replaced by the Perpetual Rosary. land Magazine, for October, enlarges on the subThe community subsequently went to Louvain at ject, and in the course of its reflections asks
the request of the Belgian Dominican Fathers. what kind of people are we and where are we
The General Chapter of the order of St. Dominic, drifting in respect to law and order, and then rewhich met there in 1885, inserted in the acts of calls the reply of anEnglish clergyman to some comthe Chapter an article applauding the Sisters, and placent remarks about the law-abiding character
expressing a desire that new houses be founded in of the American people. He answered, in effect,
every other province of the order, and this led to that this was the last compliment he would pay us.
He said we had many virtues, but it did not seem
the foundation of the American house.
to him that respect and reverence for law were
A Home of Everlasting Prayer.
conspicuous among them. On the contrary, it
The Perpetual Rosary had been organized in seemed to him that we were very careless about
parts of Canada and the United States by Father observing law and order, and were becoming more
Damian, and he desired to entrust its administra- careless every day; and he marvelled that more
tion to his Sisters. Three Sisters were brought of us were not aware of this fact. Then the

"

"
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magazine alludes to the article, " The Mark of
Cain," which appeared in an English review. It
was extravagant and misleading, and inaccurate in
many respects, and was deficient in confirmative
statistics, but there was enough truth in it to sustain the statement that there was no country in
Christendom where human life was held so cheap
as it was in the United States, where
murders were so common and where murderers so often went unwhipt of justice. Then
the New England refers to the numerous lynchings in this country, and says : "It is common
for our politicians to slur Mexico, and to pray
piously that this country may never become 'Mexicanized.' The recent case of lynching in Mexico
lynching under the circumstances most calculated to infuriate a people
has awakened a
horror there of a sort that our own people have
got over feeling ; and it seems likely that Mexico
will give Indiana lessons in dealing with mobs
and murderers." Then the writer indicates that we
may have good reason to pray that we may become
" Mexicanized " a little, for a season. Later he
returns to the main subject of his editorial, and
asserts that every community should set its face
against the hoodlum in its borders, so that there
may be good order men and good citizenship societies in the county towns as well as in the cities,
and goes on to remark,
" Our very religion in
these days fails only too frequently to promote
stability ; it has caught the measles of sensationalism, which makes so much else in our life
feverish and ugly." The article in the main is
healthful and inspiring, but it says nothing about
the teaching of religion in the schools as a means
of preventing the growth of hoodlums. It is all
very well to say that the life of the country
"
everywhere must be connected with those larger
currents of the life of the world through which
How the means of social grace," but without daily
religious teaching in early youth you can not produce young men who will abstain from visiting
disreputable resorts in town or country. Purely
intellectual secular instruction will not create good
citizens.
?

?

THE ENDURING CHURCH.
A correspondent asks us to reproduce Macaulay's remarks about the perpetuity of the Catholic
Church. Its principal points, perhaps, are as
follows: "The proudest royal houses are but
of yesterday when compared with the line of the
supreme Pontiffs. That line we trace back in an
unbroken series from thePope whocrownedPepin in
theeighth century ; and far beyond the time ofPepin
the august dynasty extends itself, till it is lost in
the twilight of fable. The republicof Venice came
next in antiquity. But the republic of Venice was
modern when compared with the Papacy ; and the
republic of Venice is gone and the Papacy remains.
The Papacy remains, not in decay, not a mere
antique, but full of life and youthful vigor. The
Catholic Church is still sending forth to the
further ends of the world missionaries as zealous
as those who landed in Kent with Augustin ; and
still confronting hostile kings with the same spirit
She
with which she confronted Attila.
saw the commencement of all the governments and
of all the ecclesiastical establishments that now
exist in the world ; and we feel no assurance that
she is not destined to see the end of them all.
She was great and respected before the Saxons
had set foot on Britain, before the Franks had
passed the Rhine, when Grecian eloquence still
flourished at Antioch, when idols were still worshiped in the temple of Mecca ; and she may
still exist in undiminished vigor when some traveler from New Zealand shall, in the midst of a
vast solitude, take his stand on a broken arch of
London bridge to sketch theruins of St. Paul's."

. . .

The man who thinks he can do anything finds
to do something, and generally winds
up by doing nothing.

it difficult
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ChurcCalendar.
Sunday, O. t. 24.

Pentecost.

Twentieth Sunday after

Epistle, Eph. v.,

15-21; gospel,

John iv., 46-53.
Unless you see signs and
wonders you believe not." It was thus that Our
Lord reproved some of His hearers for their want
of faith. And the reproof is as much needed
today as it was in the time of Our Saviour. Men
go about looking for supernatural manifestations,
consulting so-called mediums," hoping through
them to get a glimpse of the other life, when they
should accept the word of God regarding eternal
existence and not seek to question Him, by seeking to discover what is not intended for mortal
vision. They are, of course, deceived by all kinds
of humbugs in their search for signs and wonders
men and women who pretend to produce spirit
forms and communications from departed souls
are always to be found by the credulous. Again
and again have these pretenders been exposed,
yet the deluded still flock to their seances. No
signs and wonders are to be seen there only the
cheapest of cheap tricks, which should not deceive
a child. And why do people flock to see these
delusions? Simply because they have lost faith
in the promises of Christ and in the teachings of
His holy Church. That miracles have been performed since the days of Christ is not denied, but
they were brought about by the prayers of saintly
men and women, and not by those who were leading notoriously immoral lives. Our Saviour, as
the Son of God, might have performed miracles
every day, and doubtless did perform more than
are set down in the gospels, but He did not seek
to make converts by miracles alone. Surely those
who listened to His teachings and believed what
He said were worthy of a greater heavenly reward
than those who waited to see signs and wonders
before they were convinced. That He sometimes
gave manifestations of His heavenly power was a
concession to poor, weak, fickle, erring, human
nature. They were indications, too, of His divine
compassion for the sufferings of mankind. Thus,
when the ruler whose son was sick at Capharnaum
came to Jesus when He passed over from Judea
into Galilee, we find that He did not refuse the
Lord, come down
sorrowing father's request,
die."
His
answer was direct
before that my son
said,
thy son liveth."
and concise.
Go," He
the words of
question
The ruler did not stop to
Our Lord. He had the faith that many so-called
Christians lack today. He believed without seeing, and felt that Christ was all-powerful and
could cure without even the laying on of hands,
with which so many cheats pretend to banish bodily
ill, in these modern times when people are looking
forsigns and wonders in worn-outcreeds. The ruler
went his way rejoicing, and his faith was rewarded,
as we are told in the story which will never grow
old as long as day and night, which are typical of
our recurring joys and sorrows, shall continue to
come to this revolving earth.
And as he was
going down his servants met him and they brought
word saying that his son lived. He asked, therefore, of them the hour wherein his son grew better,
and they said to him, yesterday at the seventh
hour the fever left him.' The father, therefore,
knew tbut it was at the same hour that Jesus said
to him, 'Thy son liveth,' and himself believed and
his whole house." So we see that the faith of the
father ultimately resulted in the conversion of
those that were about him, and not only of
them, but of hundreds of others who had been,
hitherto, unbelievers. This should be a lesson
to us to keep always burning in our hearts
the light of faith, so that it may shed its rays
upon those around us and bring conviction to the
doubtful who are in search of truth, and to those
who have let the flame of faith that they inherited
grow ilim amid the sin, folly, and turmoil of the
world. To have brought back one stray sheep to

"

"

?

?
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Religous Instruction.

Religous Maxims.

GOOD EXAMPLE.
said
that
if
he
had
fulcrum
Archimedes
a
St. Pauls tells us in the epistle to the Romans
whereon to set his lever he could move the earth. that none of us
liveth to himself, and no man
We have that lever?prayer. We have the fulcrum
dieth
to himself " ; and, again, that we are memalso
Christ's promise. And we can move not
bers one of another." Thatis tOßay,we all influence
only the world, but God Himself.
the conduct of others and determine the course of
Monday.
their lives far more than we perhaps imagine.
Those who have the fever of self-love can never This is especially true in regard to parents and
lie comfortably. It is not the bed which causes children. Bad parents, as a rule, have bad
their restlessness, but the fever which torments children, and good parents good children. How
them everywhere. A person who has not the striking an example of the former is the inherited
fever of self-love is contented everywhere, pro- tendency to drink, so often seen in those whose
vided that God is being served.
fathers and mothers were drunkards before them !
Such children may have lost their parents very
Tuesday.
Even if our age had been radically evil and young and been brought up away from all temptaerring, the methods and the zeal of the early tion, but the tendency is there ; there is in them
apostles would have won it to the Saviour. But, a secret yearning after stimulants, and the first
in veriest fact, the present age, pagan as it may occasion awakes this sleeping appetite, and they
be in its language and its extravagances, is in its end, in the great majority of cases, by becoming in
depths, instinct with Christian emotions; it wor- their turn the abject slaves of strong drink.
You remember how, in the fable, the father-crab
ships unwittingly at Christian shrines, and only
was
so worried that his children would not walk
awaits the warm contact of Christ's Church to
straight
along the sands, but persisted in scuttling
avow itself Christian."
When he reproved them for so
along
sideways.
Wednesday.
Well, father, show us how;
doing, they replied,
Prosperity is the blessing of the Old Testament; walk straight yourself and we will all dutifully
adversity is the blessing of the New, which carries follow."
the greater benediction and the clearer revelation
So, if you wish your children to walk in the
of God's favor.
straight path of piety and virtue, first see to it
Thursday.
that your footsteps arc directed in that
Endeavor to be patient in bearing with the path. Lead the way yourselves, and then there
defects and infirmities of others, of what sort will be little doubt that your children will follow
soever they be, for that thyself also hath many you. Do you, Christian father, wish your sons to
failings which must be borne with by others.
turn out well, to keep away from the saloons, to
Friday.
avoid oaths and foul language? Then set the exLet us do our duty, and pray that we may do ample by avoiding those things yourself.
not in dreamy
our duty here, now, today,
Do you, Christian mother, wish your daughters
sweetness, but in active energy ; not in the green to be gentle, modest, sweet, self-respecting girls?
oasis of the future, but in the dusty desert of the Then set the example ! Do not be a gossip and a
present; not in the imaginations of otherwhere, gadabout.
but in the realities of now.
Do you, Christian parents, wish your children to
reverence God's sanctuary, to be devout attendSaturday.
Conscience warns us as a friend before it ants at Holy Mass on Sundays, to be scrupulous in
their fulfilment of every religious duty? Then
punishes as a judge.
the example.
set
night
thy
Let thy day be to
Do you want your boys and girls to set a guard
A letter of good tiding. Let thy praise
Go up as birds go up, that when they wake
on their tongues, refrain from wrangling and
Shake oil the dew and soar. So take Joy home,
snapping and scolding and quarreling with each
And make a place in thy heart for her,
other? Then set the example. Lead the way,
And give her time to grow, and cherish her.
that they may follow. Guard your tongues; be
Then will she come, and oft will sing to thee,
gentle and forbearing, husbands and wives, with
When thou are working in the furrows; ay,
Or weeding in the sacred hours of dawn.
each other; and your children will be quick to see
It is a comely fashion to be glad,
and profit by and imitate such a beautiful model.
Joy is the grace we say to God.
We hear a good deal nowadays about
"heredity." Well, there is heredity in religion
the fold will be far more glory for us in heaven as well as in other things. If parents are good,
than if we had conquered nations. And no glory devout, reverent Catholics, attentive to their
is worth anything to us when we come to die but duties, peaceable and considerate of one another
the glory of having preserved the faith with steady, at home, regular in their reception of the sacraburning radiance in our hearts. Without faith we ments, punctual and unfailing in theirpresence at
are only like the beasts that perish, with the dif- Mass and the other services in church, living in
ference that they will pass into nothingness or charity and good-will with their neighbors, never
other forms of matter, while we shall meet with forgetting to commend themselves and their
deserved punishment in being banished forever households to God in morning and evening prayer
from the sight of God. Let us take the advice of
then their children will grow up like them, just,
the epistle of today and we can not go astray: upright, God-fearing, dutiful, and pure. This is
"See, brethren, how you walk circumspectly; not the sort of hereditary " religion that we want;
as unwise, but as wise; redeeming the time be- the goodness and piety of every family in this
cause the days are evil." Even so shall we win land descending to their children and to their
our final victory and a crown immortal.
children's children; broadening and deepening
Monday, Oct. 25. SS. Crispian and Crispinian. like a fertilizing river, bringing blessing and prosTuesday, Oct. 26. St. Evaristus, Pope and perity to everything it touches. What an encouragement to all parents to lead good lives ! In
Martyr.
your example never dies; it goes on and
Wednesday, Oct. 27. St. Frumentius, Bishop thiß way
on, and is reproduced in your descendants. When
and Confessor.
the ruler in today's gospel believed, it brought
Thursday, Oct. 28. SS. Simon and Jude,
belief to his whole house. So it was in the case
Apostles.
of Zacchteus. May your faith and good works
Friday, Oct. 29. St. Bede, Confessor.
bring blessing and salvation to yourselves and
Sati ifUAji, Our. 30. St. Alphonsus Rodriguez. your children from generation to generation.
Sunday.
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Temperance.
Written for the Review.
ONWARD!
BCY.T.A.

Onward, ever onward !
Let our watchword be;
Voice it through the nation,
Flash it o'er the sea.
Let the distant peoples
Hear the glorious w ord ;
Let their ears he gladdened,
Let their hearts be stirred.
ISla/.on it on banners
Kissed by wiud and sun,
Keep the banners waving
Till the tight be won.
Sin and shame and sorrow
Are the foes we light;
Onward, ever onward,
God protect the right!

A

BISHOP'S OPINION.

At a recent meeting of the Catholic Total Abstinence Union of Philadelphia, Bishop Prendergast made an address to the delegates in which
he said :
We have active members, honorary members,
and what might be called sympathetic members.
For some reason, hard for you to understand,
these will not work and give their names to your
cause. This may be inconsistent, and we may
say that they are not doing all they could do, but
one of the best effects of the work of the total
abstinence societies is the change they have
brought about in public opinion regarding the use
of intoxicating liquor.
It used to be an evidence of crankiness for
one to be a total abstainer.
Now you have the
respect and sympathy of all classes. I would
remind you that the fathers of the Council of
Baltimore, in urging upon Catholics to unite in
extirpating the pestiferous evil of drunkenness,
urged priests and people to do so for love of
religion and for love of country, two of the highest
motives to be proposed to any right-minded man
or woman. Drunkenness not only destroys religion in its victim, but brings disgrace on religion
itself. It was one of the objections in the past
(and, unfortunately, there is some of it left)
urged against Catholics. It is an evil against the
country. It destroys the citizen and the family.
For love of religion and for love of country the
Council of Baltimore urges priests and people to
unite in extirpating this evil."
The Bishop insisted that the ruling motive for
work must ba supernatural
the salvation of
souls. The material good resulting from total
abstinence was not to be despised, but the chief
aim should be to preserve souls from sin. He
spoke of the great good that may be accomplished
by extra endeavor in the enrolment of juveniles,
and assured his hearers that he would continue,
when giving Confirmation, to advise and urge the
children to join the temperance societies in their
parishes.
?

"

"

?

TEMPERANCE NOTES.
As the winter approaches, the temperance societies all over the country should not cease to
prosecute their work with vigor and earnestness.
The temptation to drink is perhaps more allurin<*
and fatal in the winter season than when the
weather is fine, and out-door exercise an inviting
possibility. The warmth and light and genial
companionship of the saloons exert a very powerful influence in drawing young men into them. It
should be the aim of a temperance society to provide for the social side of a man's nature. It is
well to have high ideals ; but harmless amusement,
and lots of it, is needed if we would save the boys
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from the sin of drunkenness and all its attendant

evils.

Friendly Hints.

?

In drinking health to others, be careful lest you
drink ill-health to yourself.

ONEXTRAVAGANCE.

I was at a hotel in a strange city, and it was the
The latest figures show that the Catholic Total best one in the place. The rates were high, and
the appointments magnificent, according to modern
Abstinence Union has a membership of 77,254.
\u25a0""\u25a0
taste. For fear the reader may think me extravIf sociability endangers your temporal and agant, I may as well slate that I went to this
eternal welfare, don'tbe so foolish as to be sociable. house because, being a stranger, I knew of no
other that I could trust.
Doubtless there were
St. Bernard's T. A. B. Society of Rockville, many hostelries in the city where good board and
Ct., celebrated its thirty-first anniversary last rooms could be obtained at more moderate prices,
but I knew them not. Near me, as I sat down to
week.
the table for dinner, were four young fellows just
Alcoholic drink is not necessary to health. advanced beyond the hobbledehoy stage
of existNor is it indispensable in the matters of wealth
ence. They were hilarious with wine, and were
and happiness.
flinging money about with a prodigality that would
In an address at St. Malachi's Church, Phila- seem to indicate that they were the sons of milliondelphia, Sunday Oct. 10, Right Rev. Monsignor aires. They were nothing of the kind, however.
Thomas J. Conaty said: "A drunken woman I happened to know them, for they were from my
means a drunken home ; a tippling woman means own town, but they did not recognize me, probably
a home verging to drunkenness; a sober woman not expecting to see me in so pretentious an
means a sober home; a sober home means a sober establishment. All these young fellows were
childhood, a sober manhood, a sober citizenship college students whose parents were struggling to
and a great certainty of happiness and salvation." give their boys a liberal education, and who
found it difficult to make both ends meet. Yet
St. Mary's Temi-erance Society, South Man- here were these thoughtless fellows, to put it
chester, Ct., chose the following officers at its mildly, flinging away money which their fathers
last meeting : President, William McGuire; vice- and mothers had earned by hard daily toil. One
president, M. D. Sullivan; recording secretary, of them, whose people I knew to be actually poor,
tipped" the waiter with a dollar bill.
Timothy Doyle; financial secretary, Fred H. same waiter could buy and sell the parents ofThat
this
Wall; treasurer, D. J. McCarthy marshal, John prodigal, for I learned subsequently that he owned
McCann; sergeant-at-arms, M. J. Coughlin; a block of tenement houses in a neighboringtown,
chaplain, the Rev. F. J. Murphy; executive com- which he had paid for principally out of tips."
mittee, E. J. Wall, John H. Gill and James Doyle. for his actual wages were small. I thought to
myself, that boy's father labored long for that
dollar which his son has so ostentatiously given
The St. Paul's Catholic Total Abstinence and away in vain show." Some people might have
Mutual Benefit Society, one of the most prominent called him generous, but 1 did not, for too freCatholic organizations of Manchester, N. H., quently the lavish expenditure of money is pure,
celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary Tuesday, unadulteratedselfishness. Fast young men want
to make big fellows of themselves, as the saying
Oct. 12. The society marched in uniform at goes, and so
they make a great pretense of
nine o'clock to St. Joseph's Cathedral, where liberality when they are poor, mean creatures at
a solemn high Mass was celebrated, and the the bottom, who would let their own mothers and
go in rags.
Rev. Francis O'Neil delivered a
sermon. sisters
There is only one end for the prodigal, if he has
After the services there was a street parade. At
not his father's house to go to, like the son in the
noon the ladies' auxiliary served a collation, and Bible
story. He drifts into insignificance, despised
in the evening there were a reception and banquet. by all when he can obtain no more money honestly
Joseph A. Sheehanof Boston delivered an address or otherwise. Usually he brings up in the almshouse or the jail,'tor I have seen many a gilded youth
on temperance before the society.
reduced to utter extremities, out at elbows, and
out at feet.
The regular monthly meeting of the Hibernian
In the same city that I spoke about earlier in
Total Abstinence Association was held in Naomi this article, I met a man sweeping the streets, an
Hall, Washington street, last Sunday. The fol- honest employment, no doubt, but in strange conlowing officers were elected for the ensuing year : trast with the life which he had formerly led, for I
remembered him when he used to take
Maurice Dineen, Maiden, president; 1). A. Mc- ladies to the opera in carriages, and give young
costly
Carthy, first vice-president; T. J. McGarry, suppers to his guests afterwards. How did he
Brookline, second vice-president; Denis Higgins, manage to pay for all this? you ask. Bless you,
treasurer; Edmund Phelan, recording secretary, he didn't foot the bills. His employer did so inandT. J. Kelly, financial secretary. The executive voluntarily, for his employee had his hand in the
till. The clerk's thievery was discovered and he
committee is composed of Messrs. M. P. O'Connor, was discharged, and could obtain no employment
M. O'Loughlin, and James W. Corliss. A reso- afterward in his native town. A politician, whom
lution was adopted condemning the Sunday he knew in his prodigal days, obtained for him
the place he now holds, and it may be said, truly,
sale of intoxicants in so-called hotels in Boston.
that he is nearerheaven at present than when he was
knocking down " what did not belong to him.
We take the following from the Haverhill
Don't sneer at the prudent young man, for he
Gazette of Tuesday, Oct. 12: "The clean-cut, will be a solid citizen in the future. Don't accuse
clear-skinned young total abstinence advocates who him of meanness because he is trying to save up
marched through Merrimac street yesterday after- something for a rainy day. He pays his bills as
he goes, and, like Longfellow's village blacksmith,
noon on their way to Salem to take part in a grand
the whole world in the face,
" Looks
temperance parade were good to look upon. The
For he owes not any man."
influence of such men can not but be potent in any
A man, as I have before said, I believe, in these
cause they champion. After all, there is much in papers, must be just before he is generous. If he
can not be liberal without cheating his washerthe cause of total abstinence to commend it to
woman or his boarding mistress or his landlord,
every clear-headed, right-minded individual. No he must fling
generosity to the four winds of
man was ever made poor and miserable by leaving heaven and never fear the taunts of those who
liquor alone, while uncounted millions have gone say he is stingy.
I do not mean to imply that there is no chance
to dishonored graves as a result of their dalliance
the reform of the prodigal, but I do say that
with the spirit of mischief contained in whisky for
there
is danger that he may never outlive the
bottles. Better leave the stuff alone, boys.
It heats of youth. He may not have time
to make
docs no good in the world and is :i worker of even a death-bed repentance.
iniquity."
Benedict Bell.
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH THE BOYS AND GIRLS.
How to Get a Badge and Manual.
[Whoever sends in a new subscription to the Kbvikw,
or renews an old subscription, with two dollars for the
year, will receive a badge and a Manual free.

If your parents or friends subscribe and get the badge
for you send in your name and be enrolled as a member,
and sign the League promise and keep it, that is, if
you are not a Defender already.
We can not give badge and Manual for any special or
reduced rate subscriptions, but only when the full rate
($2) is paid to this office direct.]
?

?

Guard thy Tongue, Eyes and Ear.
Guard, my child, thy tongue,
That it speak no wrong'
Let no evil word pass o'er it;
Set the watch of truth before it.
That it speak no wrong.
Guard, my child, thy tongue.
(iuard, my child, thine eyes ;
Frying is not wise,
Let them look on what is right;
From all evil turn their sight;
Prying is not wise.
(iuard, my child, thine eyes.
Guard, my child, thine ear;
Wicked words will sear;
Let no evil word come in
That may cause the soul to sin ;
Wiekeil words will sear.
Guard, my child, thine ear.
Ear, and eye, and tongue,
Guard, while; thou art young ;
For alas! these busy three
Can unruly members be:
Guard, while thou art young,
Ear, and eye, and tongue.

About the Squirrel Family.
If you want to know about squirrels and they're
very interesting little fellows, Uncle Jack can assure
you now is your time to keep your eyes open. This
Is the time of year when Mr. Squirrel tills up his storehouse with provisions for winter. He doesn't propose
to let his family go hungry if a little extra foresight and
work will prevent it, and so you see him bustling and
hustling about carrying nuts to his house, high up in a
big tree or clown in a hole in the earth.
It doesn't se'em as if there was anything new to tell
boys and girls about squirrels. Kven city children see
squirrels in the parks and many keep them for pets in
cages. The chipmunk or the squirrel, with a big bushy
tall, is a lively, happy and frolicsome fellow; and seems
to do nothing but play all day long.
But the sejuirrels have plenty of work to do, and perhaps the most sensible way they can manage it is to
make a play of it and appear to every one to be only enjoying themselves, when, in reality, they are working
for their living.
Some squirrels, the ground sejuirrels, make their
house underground, with long tunnels and little antechambers and a good-sized nursery and storeroom.
These two rooms seem to be the most important of the
squirrel's establishment. He may omit the parlor, but
the nursery and storeroom are commodious and well
tilled. The flying squirrel, bushy-tailed squirrel and all
varieties which live in the trees, have a snug little nest
under the bark, or in a convenient hollow where branches
meet. Here they have, like the other varieties, a good,
spacious storeroom, as well as a nest for the baby
squirrels to sleep and grow in. To watch the seiuirrel
He has
carry home his store of food is a funny sight.
two pouches which open into his mouth, and which he
tills with the food he gathers. He stuffs them full with
seeds, nuts, roots, or indeed anything good he happens
to meet in his ramblings. Then he pokes the store
elown tight, so as to crowd in a little more. When his
pouches are full, oil' he races for home ami empties out
his supply, using his forepaws to pull the food out and
pack it away, just as he used them to All the pouches up.
Some squirrels sleep nearly all winter and do not
need any food, but some are much too lively to spend
their time elozing. Perhaps they may run out for a
little while on sunshiny days, but the most of the long
winter is spent in their cosy underground home, with
plenty of nuts and herbs to nibble.
The flying squirrel, which is about the prettiest
species of squirrel, has a peculiarly formed skin, which
reaches from his fore to his hind legs. In taking his
immense leaps this skin is stretched out, the increased
surface presented to the air holding him up and answering the purpose of wings. So he can scarcely be said
to fly, but it looks very much like it when we see what
His tail is very
distances he can dart through the air.
large and broad, and this helps him, too.
?

?

HEART REVIEW.

old kilns in the northern part of the town, but it is long
since they were used.
Concord, meaning harmony, was so called because it.
was purchased peacefully from the Indians.
The General Court granted a charter of the town, in
September, 1635, to Major Simon Willard, Rev. Peter
Bulkley and twelve other families. The land, a tract six
miles square, was bought from the Squaw Sachem for a
parcel of wampum, some knives, hoes, hatchets and cotton cloth. It is said that the purchase took place under
a large tree that used to stand in front of the Middlesex
Hotel. It was named Jethro's tree after an old Indian
settler. It was used as a belfry in early times, and the
sound of the bell used to frighten the Indians very
much. When the Indians lived here, the village and
river were called Musketaquid, which means grass ground
river. Tahattawan was the village sachem and he lived
at the foot of Nashawtuek, the hill nearest the centre.
There were other lodges along the banks where planting
and fishing were good. There is a reservoir now on the
top of the hill, and the Concord Coif Club has its links
there. There are also several fine residences there. The
name Nashawtuek means, "hill of the snakes."
There are great heaps of clam shells in different places
along the river, where the Indians used to feast. Many
arrows,hatchets, pipes, and other things have been found
in different parts of the town.
The first white settlers came here because the fishing
was good and the level meadows along the river seemed
the right place for planting. The first farmers did not
succeed very well, but now Concord farms are noted for
their fine produce. The greater part of the asparagus sold
in the Boston market comes from Concord.
The town is in a valley surrounded by beautiful hills ;
Nashawtuek, Fairhaven, Anursnack and Punkatasset
being the largest. There is a tine view from Nashawtuek
on a clear day. You can see Mount Wachusett in the
distance, and near at hand the other hills, and the cupola
of the State Reformatory, which is about two miles from
the centre of the town. Looking down at the town you
see trees everywhere, with a roof or spire peeping through
here and then-. Concord is noted for its beautiful shade
trees, elm, maple, oak, ash, horse chestnut, pine, larch
and many others. Around the foot of the hill wind two
rivers, the Sudbury and the Assabet, which meet at Egg
Rock and form the Concord.
About a mile north of this junction is the. North Bridge
where the first battle of the Revolution was fought. On
one side of the bridge is a plain stone monument, marking
the spot where the British stood, and, close by, a small
space chained off from the walk shows where two
British soldiers are buried. Across the bridge where the
Americans took their stand is a fine bronze statue of the
minute man, thework of Daniel Chester French. On one
side of the pedestal is a selection from Emerson's poem:?
bridge that arched the flood
" By the rude
Their Mag to April's breeze unfurled ;
Here once the embattled farmers stood,
And lired the shot heard 'round the world."
Not far from the battle-ground is an old house that
stood at the time of the Revolution. There is a bullet
hole near one of the doors that was made the day of the
battle. Across the road from this is another interesting
oldhouse?Concord is full of them. This is the Old Manse,
and stands far back from the road with a lovely walk
bordered by tall elm trees leading up to it. Emerson,
Haw thorne, and Thoreau lived here at different times. It
is a nice walk from here to the centre of the town, and
you remark first the Soldiers' Monument erected in
memory of the soldiers killed in the Civil War.
Facing the monument on one side is the residence of
our pastor, the Rev. E. J. Moriarty. Just across the
Common is the court -house, and the brick building beside
it is the town hall. Near these two buildings is a beautiful old elm tree about U!0 years old, and the seats around
it are seldom empty.
In the town hall are held, every spring, the town meetings, when the people choose officers. The town is
governed by three selectmen, chosen by thecitizens every
year.

Next the town hall and in the best position in town is
St. Bernard's Catholic- Church. It was formerly a
Unitarian church and was purchased by the archbishop
about thirty years ago. Before that a priest used to come
from Waltham every fortnight to say Mass in a private
house. I can not find out for certain when the first Mass
was said. There is no record of it. The church has
been twice enlarged and fixed over, and now it is very
beautiful inside.
Nearly in front of the church is the Liberty Pole, and
across from this the Wright Tavern, built in 1747. Here
Major Pitcairn, theBritish leader, had breakfast the inoruing of the Concord light.
He stirred his punch with his ringer, saying he would
stir up the Yankee blood in the same way before night,
and he did, but I guess he didn't like the result.
Next the tavern is the Unitarian church, where the
Provincial Congress met in 1774, of which John Hancock
of Boston was president. There are three other churches,
the Orthodox, Episcopal and Scandinavian. Ashort disThe Place Where I Live.
tance from the Unitarian church are the homes of
Concord, the place where I live, is a quiet little town of Emerson, Alcott, Hawthorne, all close together.
We have a handsome free public library here, presented
."),000 inhabitants, about twenty miles from Boston.
It is low and the soil is mostly a sandy loam. Farming to the town by Mr. William Munroe, with funds for its
is the chief industry, but there is a cotton factory about extension and maintenance. There are nearly :SO,OOO
two miles from the centre. Many years ago, in lti58, I volumes in it now. Near the library are the schools
think, there were iron-works near the place where; the which Concord is so proud of: the Ripley, Emerson, and
cotton factory now stands. I don't know how long they high school.
I have not much space to speak of thebirds and (lowers
lasted, but there is no trace of them now. There is a
good ileal of limestone in Concord, and there are several and animals, but there are plenty of all of them. Among
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the wild flowers are the trailing arbutus, violets, arethusa, daisies, yellow and white pond lilies, polygala,
anemones, snake flower, bluets, woodbine and many
others. You are sure to have a bird concert almost anywhere in Concord. It will he the hermit thrush sometimes,which is found in fewtowns in
orthe
lovely oriole,whistling,"We knowit,yes,yes,we do.'' The
robin, song sparrow, vesper sparrow, grosbeak, pewee,
chehec, chewink, blackbird, bluebird, thrush, vireo, cowbird, oven-bird, crow, yellow-warbler, bobolink, kingbird, yellow-bird, red-headed woodpecker, downy woodpecker, hawk, kingfisher and still others will entertain
you in Concord, either with their sweet voices or their
tunny ways.
You will not meet with any tierce wild animals here
hut if you walk softly you will catch sight of a woodchuck in the asparagus, or a red or gray squirrel, or a
(not yet)
for the winter.
chipmunk storing up nuts
There are foxes, polecats, muskrats. mink and rabbits to
lie found here.
During the winter season there is a course of lectures
and entertainments held in the town hall, called the
Concord Lyceum.
Agnes M. J. Harrington (age 14 years).
Uncle Jack hopes Agnes will continue her efforts to
discover when and where the first Mass was said in
Concord and when the first Catholic families came.
She may be able to unearth some very interesting and
valuable facts that ought to be known.

,

?

?

The Town In Which I Live.
The picturesque village; of Florence is a suburb of
Northampton, which was one of the earliest settlements
of Massachusetts. The place was formerly called Nonotuck, an Indian word meaning "In the midst of the
river." It was bought from the Indians by one of the
very earliest settlers, named John Pynchon, for one
handled fathoms of wampum, ten coats, the plowing of
sixteen acres of land, and several other small presents.
The first settlers and their sous wen; tillers of the soil,
which was very sandy. They suffered much from the
Indians and there we're several massacres. The first
settlement commenced in 1654. The settlers were chiefly
of Puritan descent. Florence was originally settled by a
community who made an attempt at co-operative living,
hut after four years gave it up. The tine public school
building of Florence was the; gift of Samuel Hill, a descendant of one of the early settlers. He also, in 1S77,
founded the Florence kindergarten.
The first store in Florence was opened in 18fl0. There
are now twelve stores. Northampton is governed by a
mayor, assisted by seven aldermen and fourteen councilmen. It has a population of about four thousand.
It has good facilities for carrying on manufacturing, as
the .Mill River flows through here. It is famous for the
great Mill Kiver flood of 1874 which went through here.
Along the banks of the river may befound many factories,
as Florence is a very enterprising town. You may rind
the silk mill, brush shop, casket shop, braid mill, machine
shop, hydrant works, and the Central oil gas works, where
stoves are made.
Florence is a very attractive place, having many pretty
dwellings. It has paved walks, and the streets are
bordered by stately and graceful trees. There are one
granite and four brick dwellings, two brick halls and two
brick blocks. Theschoolhouse and library are also brick,
and all the factories. There; is a variety of flowers and
trees that grow here.
The most common trees are the
pine, hemlock, oak, maple, elm, chestnut, walnut, birch,
and ash. Some of the fruit trees are peach, pear, plum,
cherry, and apple. There are many beautiful and delicate
flowers which nature has favored us with: some of them
are so beautiful that the fairies must have waved their
wands over them, and painted the beautiful colors in
them. Some of the flowers are the blue, white, and
yellow violets, goldenrod, azalea, buttercup, daisy, bluet,
ladies' slipper, laurel, and bloodroot.
There area Methodist and Congregational church and a
Free Congregation Society which meets in Cosmain Hall.
Last of all comes our own pretty church, the church of
the Annunciation, which was dedicated Oct. 3, 1880, by
the late Bishop O'Reilly of Springfield, Rev. Father
Callery being pastor. Rev. I'. H. Gallen is the present
pastor. We have a children's choir that sings at Sundayschool and early Mass, and also a sanctuary choir composed of sixteen boys who sing at high Mass. We expect
a class will soon be formed for Confirmation and First
Communion. The first Mass was said by Father Foley in
Davis Hall. Before that the people had to travel eight or
nine ndles to Mass.
ISessik O'Neil (age 13).
Los Angeles, Cal., Sept. 20, 1807.
Dear Uncle Jack:?
I thought I would write you a little letter. I have a
gammy who lives in Merrimac, Mass., and who takes the
Sacred Heart Review and sends it every week to
mamma. I enjoy very much reading the nice little letters
from your children. I am nine years old and go to the
Sacred Heart School, which is conducted by the Dominican
Sisters. I study catechism, arithmetic, spelling, reading
and geography. I also take music lessons on the piano.
I hope you will print my letter, so my gammy can see it.
Yours truly,
Mary K. Dutra.
Of course Uncle Jack is pleased to print Mary's little
letter and he will gladlv print a longer one as soon as
she likes to write it. There is a great deal the Future
Men and Women would like toknow about Los Angeles.
Will Mary tell them about the games the children play
out there and the kinds of trees and flowers and birds
that live in her neighborhood? Has Mary ever been
East? If she lias she will be better able to tell the rest
of us how different things are away at the other side of
our very big country.
I'n< i.k Jack.
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FamilrScience.
THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN IN NATURE.
Does the Moon Influence the Weather?
One of our correspondents writes to ask if the
moon has any influence on our weather, and if the
talk about "wet" and "dry" moons, "variable
weather till the moon changes," etc., is founded
upon any real facts of experience. A belief so
widespread as that which attributes to the moon a
determining influence on the weather could not
fail to find observers ready to test the supposed
fact. The result, however,?particularly in the
question of rainfall?has been largely negative.
Certain beliefs concerning the moon's influence
are absurd on the face of them, while others, like
so many popular proverbs, may have an element
of truth at the bottom.
Among the more prevalent of the moon superstitions is that which attributes rain, or a change
of weather, to a change of the moon on her first
and third quarters. A little reflection will convince any one that this belief is not well founded.
The moon is constantly changing, day by day,
and hour by hour, during her passagefrom new to
full and from full to new moon. The "quarters,"
therefore, are merely stages in her progress, arbitrarily marked by us for our convenience. There
is the same degree of difference between a threeday old moon and a ten-day old moon as between
a new moon and one in her first quarter. Hence,
it is absurd to suppose that the particular point
called "the quarter" has any more influence than
any other of her time points. Moreover, the moon
waxes to full at practically the same time all the
world over, and, consequently, the change takes
place simultaneously, or nearly so, all the world
over. The logic of the belief which attributes
a change of weather to a change of the moon
would necessitate a corresponding change of the
weather at the first and third quarters all over the
globe; which is absurd.
Another moon belief which may be termed an
unfounded superstition is the belief in a so-called
"wet" and "dry" moon. When the crescent of
the new moon hangs vertically, or nearly so, the
moon is said to be a wet moon, because, like a tilted
basin, it will hold no water,and the following month
will, therefore, be a wet one. Conversely, when
the crescent is horizontal, or nearly so, the moon
is said to be a dry one, because it can hold water,
and none will be spilled out upon the earth. To
show why, at certain -easons, the crescent is vertical, and why at others it is horizontal, would
require an extended account of lunar and terrestrial motion. It may be said, however, in a word,
that the position of the crescent depends solely
on the relative positions of the earth and moon to
the sun, which vary from month to month, and
can have nothing whatever to do with terrestrial
weather. Furthermore, the argument just used,
relative to the change of the moon all over the
world, applies with equal force in this case.
But, because certain beliefs in the supposed influence of the moon are wholly unfounded, it
would be incorrect to assume that none has a basis
of fact or observation. The halo, for example,
is always taken as a sign of bad weather?and
correctly, too, since the cause of this lunar phenomenon is the existence of an excess of aqueous
vapor in the atmosphere, which usually attends or

precedes cyclonic disturbances.
Still another valid prognostic is based on an interesting phenomenon seen at the period of new
moon. It is what is called seeing "the old moon
in the arms of the new one." In this case the
horns of the crescent moon appear to be projected
so as to complete the circle in the form of a very
faintly luminous line, and often the dark space inside is itself faintly luminous. The explanation

of this phenomenon, and its application

to

weather

prognostication, is as follows. When the moon
appears "new" to us, the earth would appear
" full" to the lunar inhabitants, supposing there
were any, and what causes the dark part of the
new moon to be dimly visible is merely a reflection
from the moon of the light of the earth, which
then is in full sunlight. The earth, however, does
not always reflect its light with equal brilliance
the amount of surface illumination depending
upon the presence or absence of clouds, for obviously clouds reflect more light than land or sea.
When, then, illumination of the dark part of the
moon is unusually strong, it indicates the presence
of a large amount of cloud in our atmosphere,
more or less near the point of observation, often
preceding and accompanying a storm. In this
way the appearance of the old moon in the new
"
moon's arms " may very properly be taken as an
indication of approaching foul weather.
That the moon, particularly the full moon, does
exert some influence over the formation of clouds
is a fact which has been verified by frequent observation. Any one who watches the passage of
a full moon through the sky flecked with fleecy or
even heavier clouds will often see them more or
less dissipated by the moon's rays. Herschel
distinctly mentions this dissipation of clouds
under a full moon as a meteorological fact. Astronomical experiments
particularly those of
Professor Langley with the bolometer
have
demonstrated that the lunar heat rays are chiefly
dark rays, and Tyndall has shown that dark heat
readily undergoes absorption. It is possible,
therefore, that much of the heat sent to us from
the moon is absorbed by the aqueous vapor in the
higher regions of the atmosphere. The direct result of this, then, would be to raise the temperature of the air above the clouds, causing increased
evaporation from their surface, and so, to a certain extent, dissipating them.
Several years ago some observationson rainfall
in relation to the moon were made by F. E. Luckenbach at Bethlehem, Pa. The results were not
very conclusive, but so far as they went they
seemed to show that the new moon is liable to be
followed by an increase of rainfall, and the full
moon by a decrease of rainfall; that the wettest
period is generally at and preceding the full moon,
while the dryest period is generally at and preceding the first quarter. Much more extended observations, however, are necessary before any definite
scientific conclusions can be drawn as to the relation of the moon's phases to the rainfall.
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that dreams are made of. He aimed to give
people a sensible, everyday newspaper, free from
trash, and he succeeded as well as the imperfectness of human nature would allow. He was an
aggressive writer, but, personally, he was a very
amiable and lovable man, who did not carry his
journalistic fights into private life.

?

?

?

EDITORIAL NOTES.

False Prophets.
The correspondent of a daily contemporary, in
alluding to the recent riot in Rome, says that it
was due to a blunder in the police arrangements,
and thengoes on to remark :?
'?
When the details of the new, or, rather, the revised
taxation, which the merchants marched to the ministry
to protest against, are examined, however, it seems
amazing that the whole Italian peninsula is not up in
revolt. The annual taxes amount to .$l5 for every head
of the population, which is onerous enough, in all conscience, but the method of assessing this recent income
and property tax, called the 'richezza mobile,'infuriates
everybody. The assessors rate the merchants four or
five times more than the proper amount, with the deliberate intention of forcing them to compromise on perhaps double the legitimate figure, and this has become
such an intolerable abuse that the whole business class
of Italy is organizing to protest, and even resist, if
necessary."

Where is the prosperity that was promised Italy
by therevolutionists in 1870, to which we referred
not long since? It has not materialized, and the
abetters of the revolutionists in this, and other
countries, have proved false prophets. If they had
prophesied corruption and disorder their predictionswould have come to pass. The Italian government is rotten with dishonesty.
Of Doubtful Moral Worth.
The Sign of the Cross," the drama which Mr.
Wilson Barrett originally brought out in London,
where it excited much comment, favorable and
otherwise, was produced at the Boston Museum
this week. It is a story of the persecution of the
early Christians in Rome during the time of Nero.
We can not conscientiously commend either its
theme or its treatment. We do not believe that
the subject is one that should be dragged into the
publicity of the modern theatre, which is simply a
place of amusement, and not a temple for teaching moral or religious truths, or for imparting
historical lessons concerning the sufferings of the
followers of Christ. The name of Our Lord is too
sacred tobe used in a place of simple entertainment
for the recreation of a gaping multitude. At least,
Catholics should regard it so. Unitarians, who look
upon Jesus Christ mainly asa merereformer, and do
not acknowledge His divine character, maywitness
the play without having any violence done to their
religious feelings, but those who acknowledge Our
Saviour's divinity should prefer not to have His
Name associated intimately with any dramatic performance. There is much in the dramathat was
written assuredly to hold the attention of persistent playgoers, and it must be confessed that
there are some scenes that will interest and impress
those who seldom visit f he theatre, especially the
scene in the last act, when the Christians are to
die as martyrs in the amphitheatre, but there are
many other scenes illustrative of bacchanalian
orgies and immoral customs in pagan Rome that
are far from edifying. These are introduced in
contrast to the purer life of the Christians, but
their suggestiveness will do no good to the
thoughtless, who may think that vice pays better
than virtue.
The whole plot turns on the
carnal love of Marcus Superbus,a Roman patrician,
for Mercia, a young Christian maiden. That
he is ultimately converted and goes with her to
meet his death as a Christian, does not compensate
for the sensual exhibition of the hero in one
scene, where the girl, during a convulsion of
nature, respulses him by holding up the cross.
This is simply theatrically effective, and is
a
dramatic trick to create a thrilling
climax. It is one of those dramatic expedients which is apt to produce a bad rather
than a good result.
At times it is exciting
in the wrong direction. Let the stagekeep its place
as a resort for those who are seeking recreation.
Let it not invade the domain of the Church. The
early moralties, which were once associated, indirectly, with the Church, do not afford a valid
excuse for the actors' usurpation of the place
which should be occupied solely by religious instructors ordained for their holy calling. The
moralities, as far as we know, never made an exhition of sensual love for the amusement of the

"

A Veteran Journalist Gone.
The death of Charles A. Dana of the New
York Sun removes the oldest journalist of the
American metropolis. He lived to a ripe old age
and until recently showed few signs of a loss of
physical or mental vigor. He was an illustration
of the fact that a man who is not afflicted with
chronic disease may continue the active labors of
everyday existence far beyond three-score years
and ten, if he lives a systematic and abstemious
life. One of the most conspicuousexamplesof the
regularity and temperance that gives men power
in advanced years is our own holy Pontiff, Pope
Leo XIII. Mr. Dana was one of the leading
journalists of his day. He knew how to make,
without sinking to the low level of the "yellow"
journals, a newspaper that people would read.
He understood the art of condensation better than
any of his contemporaries, and he could get at the
heart of a subject without circumlocution or
tediousness. He was also eminently fair in admitting correspondence to his paper, which, if not
an ideal one, never erred on the side of being unpractical. He had lived through youthful visions,
for he had been a member of the Brook Farm community, and had been an associate of the eccentric populace, and if they did they would deserve
conElizur Wright in Boston
and he knew the stuff demnation.
?
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nugst urselves. superintendents have fewer to choose
Conducted

by

Aunt Bride.

Springfield, Mass., Oct.
Dear Aunt Bride :

n,

1897.

?

I wrote to Uncle Jack a long time ago
asking about becoming a trained nurse,
and he has acknowledged my letter, and
said il was referred to yon; but though I
have watched for an answer each week it
has nevercome yet. The information which
I asked for is of much importance to me.
I hope you will give me your opinion on
this subject, which is my whole ambition.
However, Aunt Bride, do not be afraid of
discouraging me. What I want to know
most is how much of an education is
necessary, and if you think I could learn
anything that would be of use to me in
that line, by attending evening school
this winter, as 1 am not a first-class
If I ever become a nurse
scholar.
I will write to you and tell you what
my object now is.
Hoping this (my
second letter) will not meet with the
same fate as theother did (for I feel sure
it fell into the waste-basket), and to hear
from Aunt Bride soon, I remain,
Yours truly,
M. A. M.

Of course Aunt Bride ouoht not to
have kept her correspondent waiting
such a long while for an answer
to her very proper question, but then,
on the other hand, M. A. M. should
have given her full name and address.
However, Aunt Bride is sure M. A.
M. is not anonymous through any
ulterior motive, so she will break one
of her very stringent rules, just this
once.
Nurses, like other folks, are usually
improved by education. M. A. M.
will find all she can possibly acquire,
at night school and by studying at
home in her odd minutes, of use to
her. A good common school education, that is, ability to read and
write and spell and keep simple accounts correctly, is usually all that is
absolutely required of a candidate
for admission to the hospital trainingschools for nurses. The better educated the applicant, however, the
better her chances of getting into the
school. Aunt Bride knows several
nurses who are college graduates,
and the superintendent of a big
hospital told her the other day that
women who had been teaching in
country schools made the best nurses,
as a rule, and applicants of that
class, when they had good health,
were given the preference.
Perhaps M. A. M. does not know
that the occupation is already pretty
well ciowded. Everybody seems to
be studying up on the subject. The
other day, when Aunt Bride went to
the library for some books on the
subject, she could only get three out
of twenty-five. All the others were
in circulation. And for twenty-five
vacancies in a big New York trainingschool last year there were more than

eight hundred applicants. < )f course
a diploma from a hospital like the
New York or Bellevue is considered
very valuable by nurses,and then, the
plums in the profession, the positions
at the head of hospitals or trainingschools, usually fall to the graduates
of the large schools.
And that, of
course, accounts for the very large
number of applicants. At the smaller
hospitals and in smaller cities the

from.
Aunt Bride hopes all these discouraging facts will not dishearten
M. A. M. If she really wants to be
a nnrse and is willing to work hard
she should go ahead and make sure
she can not possibly get into a hospital school before giving it up. After
she has studied for four or five
months she should write, enclosing a
stamped and addressed envelope, to
the superintendent of the hospital
nearest her, and ask how she shall
proceed. Or she might address the
superintendent of the Massachusetts
General Hospital, or Carney Hospital,
Boston. She will probably receive a
printed form containing questions as
to her age, occupation, etc. This
she will fill out and return with a
certificate of health from a doctorand
a letterfrom her pastor or some other
responsible person. This application
will be filed, and probably in the
course of from three months to a
year she will receive notice to come
to the hospital and try an examination in reading, writing, spelling and
simple hygiene. If she passes it
successfully and other things are
satisfactory, she will be admitted to
the school for a month's trial. ? If
all goes well at the end of that time
she will be regularly admitted to the
school for a two years' course of
training. During these two years
in some schools the course covers
three years
she will receive ten or
twelve dollars a month and her board
and lodging, and she will be obliged
to provide her own books and clothing. She will also be expected to do
any work required of her, even to
scrubbing floors.
Aunt Bride thinks M. A. M. should
begin her studies with spelling and
composition and grammar. She
writes a very good hand and expresses herself very clearly, but she
does not always spell correctly or
get her capitals in the right places.
Of course, if she goes to night school,
she will get the text-books in use
there. If she studies at home Aunt
Bride would suggest that she get
Quackenbos' First Lessons in Composition " and study it very carefully,
especially the chapters on letter
writing, the use of capitals and construction of sentences. Then, if she
will get a fifteen-cent dictionary and
read it page by page, closing the
book at intervals and writing all the
words she can remember, she will
soon improve her spelling. If she
can get a chance to learn German she
will find it very useful. And she
must brush up her arithmetic, as a
nurse will be expected to know
how to keep simple accounts. Of
course a nurse will be expected to
know a great deal about the human
body and how to keep it healthy,
and though most of that sort of
knowledge will be imparted in the
lectures she will attend as a student
nurse at the training-school, it will
be a good idea to anticipate a little.
She should study very carefully some
elementary work on physiology and
hygiene. There is a little Primer
of Physiology," written by Doctor
?

?

"

"
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M. Foster, which is very good and
costs less than fifty cents. Hutchison's " Physiology and Hygiene " is
a little more comprehensive. Miss
Kimber, assistant superintendent of
one of the New York hospitals, has
compiled a book on " Anatomy and
Physiology for Nurses," which M. A.
M. will do wellto read. And,nodoubt,
she will want to know " Notes on
Nursing," by Florence Nightingale,
who was the founder of modern
trained nursing.
Aunt Bride.
MOST GRIEVOUS
MISTAKE.

A WOMAN'S

Some women appear to think that

children do not notice the moods of
their mothers. In this they are much
mistaken. Children are very observant, and even the infant notes the
difference between the smile and the
frown on the mother's face. As
children grow older, and their souls
begin to expand under the influences
by which they are surrounded, a
child of sensitive nature will take on
the hue of the mother's disposition.
If that mother is a sad, sighing
woman, the child will become sad and
melancholy. A self-reliant, inde-

pendent child-nature often becomes,
in such circumstances, defiant and
stubborn ; then the mother sighs still

L
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Have it in the House

Dropped ou sugar suffering children love to
take this healingAnodyne. It quicklyrelieves,
soothes and cures colds, coughs, catarrh, cuts,
chaps, corns, chilblains, contusions, choleramorhus, bruises, strains, sprains, stings, sore

throat, toothache, tonsilitis and wiud colic.
All
C&OUP. My children are subject to croup. the
that is necessary is to give them a ileise, bathethem
your
Liniment,
with
tack
ami
throat
chest
disappears as it by magic
In bed, and the croup
E A Pkrbbsot, Rockport, Texas.

Originated by Dr. A. Johnson, in 1810.

merit and excellence have won
the public favor in a way that is wonderful.
in almost
It is now- the reliable family remedy
every household. Be not afraid to trust what
It is
the whole 19th century has endorsed.
used and recommended by surgeons and physicians every where. Internaland External.
Its wortb,

Send for our New Book Treatment for Diseases.
bolt 1«.
The- Doctor"! Signature and Directions on p.cry
Six botUas. fun
Sold by ail DruagiiU. 28Price :io cents.
I. S. JOHNSON & CI >..
Custom House St., Boston, MM*

Summer Bargains
FURNITURE
CARPETS.
?
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more.
When childhood is left behind the
evil effects of the mother's weary
sighs become still more apparent.
Home is a dull place? "Mother is Some fine OAK CHAMBER SETS
so low-spirited"
and they remain
for only
within its walls as little as possible.
Again the mother sighs, because she
can not control her family any more,
A few PARLOR SUITS, that are
and they do not enjoy her society as
warranted to give the best wear,
they should.
for
her face is sail,
?

5/UiUU

At breakfast-time
and not "like the morning." She
looks as though she had been weeping and had not endeavored to oblitAbout 25 SOLID OAK SIDEerate all traces of her tears. The
BOARDS, highly polished, for
husband and father hurries through
only
the meal and takes himself off to his
business. All seem relieved when
breakfast is over.
The mother sighs as she goes about A quantity of FINE OAK 8-FOOT
her household tasks. Everything is
DINING TABLES that we will
"such a care." Her daughters hear
her, and become, in turn, depressed,
and welcome going out and mingling

$45.00

$20.00

among those who are cheerful.
As the years move on the sighing And HIGH-BACK CHAIRS
woman wonders why it is her friends
are so few, why she is left so much

at

alone. Too often she has to ask
herself why such an estrangement A large quantity of TAPESTRY'
exists between herself and her daughand BRUSSELS CARPET at
whom
her
sighs
ter
that daughter
drove to seek brighter and more congenial friends, to whom she gave that
IW* Call early and get the BEST
girlish confidence that ought to have
been given to her mother.
BARGAINS.
No one has the right to wilfully
Send for our Catalogue of House
render another miserable. The happiest mothers have many crosses to Furnishings.
bear, but they are committing a great
and grievous wrong when they allow
these crosses and trials to shadow the
lives of their children. They have
certain rights over those children,
but they have not the right to darken
Cornhill,
the springtime of their lives with the
reflection of the frosts and snows of
BOSTON.
after-life, for surely real trouble must
come.? Ladies' Home Journal,
Two Doors from Washington St.
?

65 Pe?Yard

Arthur McArthur & Co.,
16 to 26
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CatholicMissions.
A BISHOP'S CONSECRATION.

The feast of Pentecost, 1897, was
a memorable day in the history of
Catholic missionary labors on the east
coast of Africa, right at the equator.
For the first time in this part of the
Dark Continent, three bishops of the
Catholic Church assembled to confer episcopal consecration on a devoted missionary.
The ceremony
attracted from far and near great
crowds of native chiefs and their subjects. It was certainly a strange
sight to see those dusky savages file
through the alleys of mango and cocoa trees of majestic beauty. Attired
in every imaginable color and fash
ion, some in the full dress which
Mother Nature has supplied, whilst
others were decked like Solomon in
all his glory?they presented a picturesque 6cene as they knelt under
the canopy of heaven, whilst the oils
of consecration were poured on their
Father in the faith.
As Africa is absorbing so much of
the world's attention at the present
time, it will be interesting to review the history of this mission
and the predecessors of its latest
The nations of Europe
bishop.
are thronging to the Dark Continent in search of gold and in the
pursuit of commerce. The heroes of
the cross have long been there in the
interests of souls. They have cast
their lot with these wild children of
the desert in order that they might
win them to God. We have often
described missionary labors in other
portions of the Dark Continent, especially in Uganda, where Bishop
OTlanlon has planted the cross of
Christ. The story of the missions
on the west coast of Africa, for
which Bishop Adams was consecrated
on Pentecost Sunday, are just as interesting.
The mission is situated at the equator, and is known as the mission of
Gaboon. It was founded in 1844,
on Sept. 29, the feast of St. Michael
the Archangel. On that day Mass
was for the first time celebrated in
the land of Gaboon. The pioneer
missionary was Rev. Father Bessieux, member of the congregationof
the Holy Ghost. This order was
founded by a converted Jew, Father
Libermann. and its principal aim is
to preach the Gospel to the most
abandoned. Its missionary lal>ors in
Africa have been most successful,
and in almost every portion of the
vast continent the Fathers of the
Holy Ghost have labored.
Since that day, fifty-three years
ago, the cross of Jesus Chri6t has
extended its arms over many thousands of miles, and taken to its embrace tens of thousands of these wild
savages. Numerous vicariates have
been erected from the mother mission, which still counts twelve sta.
tions.
Father Bessieux. the founder, was
the first vicar-apostolic of Gaboon.
One of his fellow-laborers, Father Le
Bern, who inherited "the mantle to-
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gether with the spirit of the prophet,"
succeeded him. The third vicarapostolic was Right Rev. Alexander
Le Roy, who was transferred from
Zanzibar, East Africa, and who, on
Pentecost Sunday, 189fi, was elected
general of the Society. The fourth
vicar-apostolic is Right Rev. John
Martin Adam, bishop of Tmui and
vicar-apostolic of the two Guineas.
He is a native of the dioceseof Strasburg in Alsace. It is a remarkable
fact that the greatest apostle and
bishop of Strasburg was an Irish
monk, St. Florentius, who died in
687 a. i). Since then the diocese
has sent out generation after generation of faithful missionaries. The
spirit of St. Florentius has never
been extinguished there.
The consecration of Bishop Adam
was the occasion of a notable reunion of the missionaries. The vicarapostolic of French Congo, Right Rev.
Doctor Corrie, C. S. Sp. ; the prefect apostolic of Lower Congo, Right
Rev. A. Campagna, and of Ferdinando-Po, Right Rev. Armengandio
Cold, with the superiors and delegates from the eleven stations of Gaboon, were present. There were
also, of course, many Sisters and
Brothers who have charge of the
schools and asylums. The little
church of St. Mary's was altogether
too small to accommodate the great
crowds of natives, and therefore a
pro-cathedral was erected for the occasion. It was simply a sanctuary
large enough for the clergy. The
congregation squatted on the green
sward and watched the ceremony with
most intense curiosity.
The preacher on the occasion was
Father Guyodo, whose hair and beard
have grown gray since he preached
twenty-five years ago during one of
his visits to France, in the motherhouse of the congregation, when a
youDg novice was invested with the
religious habit. That young novice
was John Martin Adam, whose consecration sermon Father Guyodo delivered under the African sun. He
alluded to the first two vicars-apostolic, whose remains sleep in the little
church of Our Lady of Gaboon, and
to the zeal of the third, now the general of the congregation, whose labors
had resulted in the establishment of
many new stations. A fitting successor to these men of God is John
Martin Adam, who has spent himself for a quarter of a century among
the natives of West Africa.
The chime of bells, the beating of
drums and the sound of bugles announced the ceremony of consecration. When the new bishop turned
around to impart his first episcopal

blessing, from thousands of throats
came forth the cry,
" Long live our
bishop."
Such is the work which our missionaries are accomplishing among
the African races.
Those children
of the desert place the utmost confidence in them and are
obedient to
their directions. The conversion of
Africa, at least of the tribes that are
not depraved, would be an easy task
were the funds forthcoming to place
sullicient missionaries in the field.

ProteTsainbuWf riters.
AMONG THE INDIANS.
[CONCLUSION.]
A great desire to

have some
"
Black Robes (priests) among them
soon possessed their souls, and how
to obtain them was frequently discussed in their councils, and, in view
of the overwhelming difficulties, we
may well imagine the arguments for
and against any plan proposed. Finally, in a general assembly, at the
suggestion of Ignace, it was resolved
to send an expedition to St. Louis,
and four of their braves volunteered
for this hazardous project. The heroic audacity of such a step compels
our admiration of their courage, and
warrants censure for their fool-hardiness.
In the spring of 1831 these four
brave volunteers started on their long
and arduous journey, and reached St.
Louis safely in the fall of the same
year. Their hardships and sufferings
told on them severely. Two very
soon fell dangerously ill and died.
But before death, at their request,
they were baptized and given the
Christian names of Naricisse and
Paul, and were buried in the Catholic
cemetery of the place, the former
Oct. 31 and the latter Nov. 17. The
two survivors left soon after on their
return journey, but never reached
their tribe, and theirfate is unknown.
Disappointed, but not discouraged, their yearning for the priests
increased rather than diminished, and
another expeditionwas resolved upon,
and this timeit was Ignace himself who
offered to go. He left the Flathead
country in the summer of 1835 and
took with him his two sons, Charles
and Francis, then ten and twelve
years of age, and reached St. Louis
late in the fall, after frightful privations and sufferings. Here his two
sons were baptized, Dec. 2, 1835,
the record of which baptism is still
preserved.
With assurances that as soon as
possible missionaries would be sent
them, this brave and devoted man
and his sons safely returned to the

"
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THE TIMHO DIE.
Ever-Increasina: Humbers of Oli
Toni Men and Women.
The Terrors of Growing Old
Young arc Terrible.
Many Such Slowly Drooping
from Premature Decay.
Dr. Greene's \ervura Prevents
Untimely Old Age.
For a man or woman to reach a ripe old ape
In possession of fair health and when the end
comes to sink peacetime to rest after the powers
of life are worn out in a natural manner is a
beautiful thing. How different it is with the victim of premature decay. In this case a premature old age creeps upon the Tictim attendedwith
innumerable ills and miseries. This condition
brings with it derangements of the various
organs, disturfiances and disorders of the
stomach, liver complaint, disease of the kidneys, constipation of the bowels, palpitation
of the heart, vertigo, lassitnde and languor, extreme nervousuess, sleepless nights, horrid

"

'

ers. by over-work, imprudence and excesses, and only by the highest
intelligence and skill can the malady be arrested
and a restoration to the old tune strength and
vigor effected. This fortunately is possible.
Dr. Greene's jNervura the great blood and
nerve remedy, which has restored so many
thousands to health, arrests premature decay
and rejuvenates the system, making rich blood
and restoring strength to the ner\es.
This woudetful remedy. Dr. Gieene's N'ervura blood and nerve reniedv. is the greatest
ever discovered for the cure of bi >od and nerve
diseases and especially in cases of carlv decay
of the powers.
There is now no longer any need for promising
lives to be blotted out or for the sickand sutler

-

"

mountains.

"

Eighteen months went by, and,
as still no tidings of any priests being
on the way, a third embassy set out
in the summer of 1837. This delegation was composed of three Flatheads
proper, one Nez Percea and Ignace himself, as leader of the party.
Their destination, St. Louis, they
never reached, for at a place known
as Ash Hollow, on the South Platte,
they fell in with a large war party of
the savage Sioux, and, in the unequal
struggle that followed, all five perished martyrs to as noble sentiments
and ambitions as ever stirred the
breast of man.
In due time the news of this sad
misfortune reached the anxious Flatheads, but, still undaunted by failure
and disaster, they resolved to make a
fourth trial, and in 1839 Pierre Gaucher and young Ignace. both Iroquois, joining some Hudson Bay
Company men somewhere on the Ycl-

"

and in effect cteates ? new man or women. In
thousands upon thousands of casesDr. Greene's
Nervura blood and nerve remedr has heen effectual. There never has been any failure and
what Dr. Greene's wonderful Nervura has dove
for others it will do for you.
You can consult Dr. Greenepersonally or by
letter, free. If you are sick and suffering
write to Dr. Greene detailing your symptoms.
Tell him all your ills without reserve and
after he bas examined your case he will give
you his advice by letter, free. Here if a great
opportunity for you. Write to Dr. Greene, 34
Temple Place, Boston, Mass., this very dayarid yon will be glad of it.

lowstone or Missouri, made the voyage in canoes, and this time the long
persistent efforts of these benighted
beings for more light and knowledge
were to be successful and, as a happy
result, good Father DeSmet, whose
name is held in the greatest veneration in all this region, left St. Louis
April 5, 1840, and through him came
the establishment of the first Catholic
mission in Montana.''
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N
In St. Philip's Church, Harrison avenue,
Sunday evening, Oct. 10, Rev. John F.
Cummins of Roslindale gave a lecture on
Characters I Have Met."

"

Mr. Henry Austin Adams will deliver
his lecture, "America's Debt to the Catholic Church," in St. Michael's Hall, South
Boston, the evening of Nov. 7.-

is really a tine work of art. It has been who assisted him took their places on the
executed by Professor Franchi, and is a platform arranged for them, while the
remarkable likeness."
other priests and the Sisters remained inside of the building. After the ceremony
Sister Maria Louisa of the Sisters of
was completed and the stone blessed and
Charity, superior of St. Paul's Industrial
School, Brooklyn, N. V., will celebrate laid in place, the Bishop and the attending
temporary
her golden jubilee as a religious on Oct. clergy took their places on a
platform that had been built near the oak
29. The event will be fittingly commemorated by the members of the com- tree in front of the convent. Father
then delivered the address of the
munity, both at the convent and at Conaty
after
which Bishop Beaven gave the
day,
Mount St. Vincent, the mother-house of
the Sisters of Charity. At the latter place benediction.

The Jesuits in Alaska will have a the jubilee exercises will continue during
steamer on the Yukon to run between the three days.
missions. It will be called the"St.
Seven sets of vestments, presented to
Joseph," and will be a floating chapel.
the church of SS. Peter and Paul, WilA reception was tendered to Most liamsburg, Brooklyn, N. V., by TheoRev. Cornelius O'Brien, archbishop of dore A. Havemeyer in memory of his
Halifax, N. S., last Sunday evening, by father, the late Theodore A. Havemeyer,
the students of Manhattan College, New were consecrated last week by Rev. SylYork City.
vester Malone, the pastor. The vestFrom Lourdes comes news of the death ments were imported from Paris and
in his sixty-sixth year of Comte Charles cost 87,000. They were conspicuously
dc Maistre, grandson of the distinguished placed within the chancel. The ceremony
Catholic author, Joseph dc Maistre. He of consecration was performed at the condevoted his life to works of charity.
clusion of the 8 o'clock Mass. The church
Property worth more than $100,000 was crowded, Mr. Havemeyer occupying
a front pew near the centre aisle.
was left to the diocese of Kansas City,
Mo., by the will of Paul Spencer, a
On Tuesday afternoon, Oct. 1!), the
working man, who invested his savings ceremony of investiture of the insignia of
in vacant property. Various Catholic Domestic Prelate took place in the
institutions have been remembered.
Divinity Chapel of the Catholic UniversThe Rkv. William J. Wiseman, rector ity, Washington, D. C, Cardinal Gibbons
of St.Mary Magdalen's Church at Newark, officiating. The ceremony consisted of a
N. J., died last Sunday of pneumonia. short address by Archbishop Keane, the
He had been in charge of the church for reading of the Papal Brief, conferring the
of the robes
five years. Father Wiseman built a dignity, and the investiture
Eminence
the
by
Cardinal,
his
followed
school and a new church while in charge
by the profession of faith by therecipient,
of the parish.
Right Rev. Monsignor Conaty. A numRev. J. J. Healy, rector of St. Ann's ber of prominent ecclesiastics were
Church, Gloucester, Mass., is giving the present.
people of his city an example of unusual
The consecration of the new high altar
generosity. He is erecting a large and
and
the reopening of St. Mary's Church,
Prospect
street,
beautiful building on
Ct., was celebrated last Sunday
which he will present to the city for a Milford,
Rev. Michael Tieruey, bishop of
by
Right
free public library.
Hartford, in a fitting manner. Following
Monsignor Duffy, rector of St. Agnes'
the consecration of the altar the Bishop
Church in Brooklyn, N. V., who was recelebrated the first high Mass upon it.
cently appointed private chamberlain to At 10.45 solemn high Mass was sung by
the Pope, will be invested with the purple the Rev. Peter M. Kennedy of Norwich.
of the office on Sunday, Oct. 21, by Bishop The Rev. William J. Slocum delivered
McDonnell. He will start on a visit to the sermon. The master of ceremonies
Rome a week later.
was the Rev. J. P. Donovan, D. D., of
An entertainment was held Wednesday Hartford, chancellor of the diocese.
evening, Oct. 13, in St. Michael's Hall, Abont thirty priests were in attendance.
Fourth street, South Boston, under the
The Carmelite convent on Mount
auspices of the Young Ladies' Charitable Pleasant avenue, Roxbury, was dedicated
Association, the proceeds to go to the Friday, Oct. 27, by Archbishop Williams.
Free Home for Consumptives. From The Archbishop was assisted by the Rev.
both social and financial standpoints the William H. Fitzpatrick of Milton, Rev.
event far exceeded anticipations.
Joseph A. Gallagher and Rev. James A.
Last Sunday was the fifth anniversary Walsh of St. Patrick's Church, and a
of the consecration of Right Key. Thomas large number of visiting clergymen.
D. Beaven, D. D., bishop of Springfield, Archbishop Williams was the celebrant of
the Mass. The musical part of the Mass
but aside from the laying of the cornerstone of the convent of the Sisters of the was rendered by the cathedral choir,
augmented from the Catholic choirs of
Good Shepherd, an account of which appears In another column, there was no Boston. The sermon was preached by
the Right Rev. James A. Healy, bishop of
formal celebration of the occasion.
Me.
Portland,
A meeting of French-Canadian Cathochurch
of
Notre
The
corner-stone
of the convent of the
lics was held in the
Dame, Holyoke, recently, under the aus- Sisters of the Good Shepherd, Springpices of the "Naturalization Club," at field, was laid last Sunday by Bishop
The occasion was pecuwhich the Revs. Charles Crevier, C. E. Beaven.
Brunault and other prominent citizens liarly interesting from the fact that the
urged upon their hearers the necessity of Sisters selected as the day for the cerebecoming naturalized citizens of America. mony the fifth anniversary of the consecration of Bishop Beaven. There were
Though there is now but one colored
several hundred people present to witness
country,
in
this
there
are
priest
Catholic
the ceremony and to listen to the address
i[uite a number in different parts of the
by the Rev. B. S. Conaty of Worcester, the
Twelve
were
negroes
recently
world.
former rector of St. Michael's Cathedral.
ordained to the priesthood at Massawoh,
The convent walls are up to the second
many
and
there
colored
Abyssinia,
in
are
story, and the brownstone corner-stone
priests laboring in the missions estabwas laid on a level with that floor, a stagSoudan
Cardinal
by
Lavigerie.
lished in the
ing having been built about the southA correspondent of the Osservatore west corner of the building. The stone
Romano writes from Oxford: " A magni- bears the figures 1897 and the emblem of
ficent picture of the Holy Father, which the cross. The visiting clergy gathered
has been presented to the University of in the house of the Good Shepherd, which
Oxford, is about to be placed in one of was built last year. The procession, preits halls. It was originally intended for ceded by the Sisters of St. Joseph and
a distinguished gentleman who has de- the Sisters of Providence, passed from the
served well of the Catholic cause in house along the front of the convent and
England, but he preferred that it should entered the lower floor by the main enbe offered to the university. The picture trance. The Bishop and the clergymen

The Holy Name societies attached to
the Catholic churches of Brooklyn, N.
V., began, last Sunday, a series of demonstrations protesting against blasphemy
and the use of improper language. There
were rallies in seven churches: St.
Mary's Star of the Sea, St. Augustine's,
St. James' Pro-Cathedral, St. Joseph's,
St. Vincent dc Paul's, St. John the Baptist's, and St. Patrick's. Forty societies
participated in the services, and paraded
in seven separate divisions in different
parts of the city. Each member wore a
medal and each subdivision was headed
The paraders
by a standard-bearer.
numbered in all about 9,000.
For the week ending Oct. It, 13
children
8 boys and 5 girls
were
received into the Home for Destitute
Catholic Children; fi boys and 10 girls
were placed in families; 7 boys and 5
girls were restored to their relatives.
Remaining in the Home Oct. 14: 195
children ?\u25a0 124 boys and 71 girls. The
following subscriptions and donations
have been received for the week ending
Oct. 14: Rev. A. J. Teeling, $100; Rev.
John O'Brien, Rev. R. Neagle, $25 each;
Mr. William J. Porter, $20; Rev. Thomas
B. Lowney, Mr. P. J. Keenan, .$lO each;
Rev. L. J. Knapp, John H. Pray Sons &
Co., Mrs. Morgan, Mrs. Burke, Friend,
$5 each. Donations of money, clothing,
stores, or any articles useful to the
children or in the Home are respectfully
solicited.
?

?

Another pilgrimage to Rome and the
Holy Land is announced for this winter.
It is. being organized by Mr. and Mrs.
Francis H. Throop, of Seventy-fourth
street, Brooklyn, N. Y. The pilgrims
will leave New York on the specially
chartered steamer "Aller"of the North
German Lloyd line, and will travel from
New York and back again, a journey of
some 13,000 miles, lodged as in a flrstclass hotel, during the two months or
more they will be away, making excursions ashore during the day, at Gibraltar
and Malaga; to visit the famous Alhambra, in Spain; Algiers, in Africa, the
island of Malta; Alexandria and Cairo, in
Egypt (one week); Jerusalem and places
of sacred interest in its vicinity (two
weeks): various places along the Syrian
coast, Smyrna, Constantinople, Athens,
Naples, Genoa and Rome, where an audience will be had with the Holy Father, as
last year, and arrangements will be made
for those who may desire to stop over
for Easter and Holy Week.

Tour to Washington and Old Point.
The Royal Blue Line will inaugurate
another season of its popular excursions
by a personally conducted tour to Wash-
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death in a win
storm und cr g
are mild i
sufferings,
they
but
great
pared with those daily borne by thous
of victims of that dread disease
sumption.
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For centuries this relentless disease
considered incurable. It is now know
be distinctly curable. Dr. Pierces Go
Medical Discovery cures 158 per cent, o
cases of consumption, bronchitis, astl

laryngitis and diseases of the air-pass£
It has stood the test, for thirty years,
acts directly on the blood, nourishir
with the life-giving equalities of the f
It tears down old, half-dead tissues
builds up new ones in all parts of the b
Through the blood it acts directly on
lungs, driving out all impurities and
ease germs.
It soothes the cough,
facilitates expectoration. It deepens
breathing, supplying the system with
giving oxygen. It stimulates the appe
facilitates the flow of digestive juice;
vigorates the liver and tones and build
the nerves. It is the great blood-tv
and flesh-builder. It does not make fl:
flesh like cod liver oil, but firm, muse
healthy tissues.

I had been troubled with bronchitil
years," writes Mrs. Orlin O'Hara,
Ottertail Co., Minn. "It
first place I had sore throat. I doctored
different doctors and took various medic
but got no relief. I raised from my thrc
sticky substance like the white of an egg. C
not sleep, and had made up my mind tl
would not live through the winter. I tool
Pierces Golden Medical Discovery and F
ite Prescription' alternately, and in a few
began to see that I was better. I took eigh
ties. I have not felt as well in years."
The quick constipation cure ?Dc

"
several

114, Fergus Falls,
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Pierces Pleasant Pellets.
Accept no substitutes or imitations.

and the hat he wore when in parliau
There is also an Irish duelling pistol,
the one with which O'Donnell shot Ct
the informer, and many other things,
forgetting the Irish jaunting car, and
can very easily spend a pleasant half '.
in going through Ireland.

Beware of Ointments for Cati
That Contain Mercury,

as mercury will surely destroy the sen:
smell and completely derange the w
system when entering it through the mv
surfaces. Such articles should never be
except on prescriptions from reputable
sicians, as the damagethey will do is ten
to the good you can possibly derive 1
them. Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufact
by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0., contaii
mercury, and is taken internally, a.
directly upon the blood and mucous
faces of the system. In buying Hall's
tarrh Cure be sure you get the genuini
is taken internally and is made in To
Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co. Testimo

free.
49-Sold by Druggists, price 7. >c. per b<

r

Steerage, Second Cabin and First Cabl:
and from Kngland, Ireland, Scot!
and all parts of the world, at lo

rates.

low rates.
ington and Old Point Comfort, leaving Drafts atto
St. John, Halifax and Br
Boston Tuesday, Oct. 19th. $32 covers Tickets
Provinces.
every expense. Privilege of stop-over in
Orders by Mall or Express promptly
New York. For itinerary of this and later
tended to.
tours call on or aelelress A. J. Simmons,
N. E. A., 211 Washington street, Boston.

Perhaps one of the most interesting exhibits at the Food Fair to our readers, is
that of the Irish village. There we find a
reproduction of a farmer's cottage in which
are found the iron pot and crane, the peat
ami the instrument for cutting it, and the
olel spinning wheel. There also may be
found the soil fiom the various counties,
arranged in such a manner that a person
can " go through Ireland " without crossing the ocean. There also can be found a
piece of the blarney stone, the authenticity
of which is proven by documents in the
possession of Mr. Kelley, the manager of
the exhibit. Few visitors go away without kissing the Blarney stone. Kate Karney's cottage looks as natural as ever, and
on the "green" outside, the good old
Irish dancers are shown, anel the music of
the Irish piper and fiddler. Numberless
valuable mementoes are scattered arounel
throughout Ireland, black thorn sticks,
shillalies, pikes, Irish laces, shells, and
carvings in great number. One will also
find a pair of shoes that belonged to Daniel
O'Connell when he was yet in his infancy,

CHAS. Y. DASEY,

7 Broad Street (Four doors from Sti
Boston, Mass.

7-20"4.

ioc.cig

LITTLE COLD DUST so ci g

R; G. Sullivan, M'ftr.,

Manchester, I

BOSTON DISTRIBUTORS:
James Qulnn & Co., 165 Milk street,
F. A. Dodge & Co. 76 Portland street,
McGreenery Bros., 214 Hanover street.

CHAS. STRATTON & SON,
Dealers in

Boots, Shoes and Rui
77
Leverett St., Boston.

Lowest prices for solid goods.
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The golden jubilee of the diocese of
Cleveland, Hiio, was celebrated last week,
with great rejoicing, by the priests and
people of that jurisdiction. A half century ago there was, in the city of Cleveland, one church, a poor little frame
structure " down on the Flats." One
priest administered to the handful of
Catholics. Today there are thirty-three
churches, most of them massive and
magnificent structures, supplemented
with tine school buildings, and comfortable pastoral residences ; three hospitals,
two orphan asylums, one foundling
asylum, one maternity home, one home
for fallen women, one home for the
aged poor, one home for working
girls, nearly fifty colleges, academies,
convents and schools atteuded by fifteen
thousand pupils, and a Catholic population
of more than one hundred thousand. The
progress of the Church in other places in
the diocese, outside the city of Cleveland,
has not been less satisfactory.

<

The corner-stone of a schoolhouse for
St. Aloysius' parish, which was recently
created in Jersey City, N. J., was laid
last Sunday afternoon. When the new
parish was cut oft' from St. Patrick's parish by Bishop Wigger, about six months
ago, it was decided to build a schoolhouse
first and postpone the erection ot a church
until the congregation became stronger
both numerically and financially. One
part of the schoolhouse will be fitted up
as a chapel and used for religious services until a church is erected. The ceremony was attended by about 5,000 persons. The corner-stone was laid by
Bishop Wigger, and , the Rev. Father
Sheehan, who was formerly assistant
rector of St. Patrick's Church, preached
the sermon. The building is to cost $20,-000. It will be a combination schoolhouse, chapel and clubhouse, and will contain a reading-room, bowling alleys, and
a gymnasium. Father Sullivan, the
pastor, expects that it will be completed
before Christmas.
" I don't fear man or death," said the
late Admiral Meade, during his last illness,
because I was born and bred a soldier.
I fear God alone, and wish to be prepared
to meet Him, in case my illness should
prove fatal." Admiral Meade belonged to
the Catholic branch of his family, and,
proud as he was of the soldierly courage
of the Mcades, who gained renown in the
army and navy, he was more proud of the
moral courage exhibited by some of the
humbler men who bore that name. He
used to say that when the history of bis
family was written, its brightest page
would be that which told of the persecution and poverty which the Irish Meades
endured rather than surrender the ancient
faith.
<)\ the occasion of the reunion
of the
Army of the Tennessee, in Milwaukee,
Wis., Oct. 27 and 28, Rev. T. E. Sherman
will deliver the annual oration, his subject being, ?' Wisconsin In Our Army."
The oration will be delivered Wednesday
evening, Oct. 27, and In addition there
will be an address of welcome by Mayor
Hauschenberger, with a response by
General Dodge. On Thursday evening,
Oct. JB, the annual banquet of the Army
will take place, the feature of which will
be the response to the toast, " Our Departed Comrades," by Archbishop Ireland
of St. Paul.
A dinnei: was given at the Shoreham
Hotel, Washington,D.C.,Wednesday, Oct.
18, in honor of Archbishop Keane, former
rector of the Catholic I'niversity, now
I'anon of St. John I.ateran, Rome, and
Consultor for the Propaganda. Men of
all creeds and all professions were represented, and the speeches were of more
than usual interest and importance.
Among the gentlemen present were Cardinal Gibbons, Monsignor Martinelli, apostolic delegate; Secretaries Sherman, Long
and Bliss; Postmaster-General Gary, Attorney-General McKenna and others.

"

YtLE SACRED HEART RKVIEW.
Ex-Mayor Beret of Washington made the
introductory speech, and other toasts

were as follows i"I.co XIII.," Cardinal

"The United States," AttorneyGeneral McKenna; "The City of Washington," Commissioner lioss: "The American Citizen," Assistant Secretary of the
Interior Webster Davis in the absence of
Theodore Roosevelt. In his response to
the greeting to him, Archbishop Keane
delivered an eloquent address.
Gibbons;

At the formal exercises of the opening
of the Catholic University, Washington,
D. C, Wednesday morning, Oct. (i, the
Mass of the Holy Ghost was said by the
Right Hey. Rector, Monsignor Conaty, in
the presence of the professors and students.
Before the Mass the " Veni
Creator" was intoned, and after the Mass
the solemn profession of faith was read
in the name of the professors and instructors by Very Rev. Thomas J. Sha"
han, D. D. At the end of the reading he
and all the other professors and instructors came in order, one after the other, to
the altar, and took the oath of profession, placing their hand upon the Gospels,
which the Right Rev. Rector held for
them. Shortly afterward, all the faculty
and the students, lay as well as clerical,
gathered in the assembly room of McMahon Hall. The Right Rev. Rector, the
Very Rev. P. J. Garrigan, vice-rector,
and the deans of the faculty, took seats
upon the platform. The Right Rev.
Rector, after alluding to the formality of
the opening exercises, said that all were
gathered for the purpose of acquaintance
with one another, and that inspiration
and encouragement might be received for
the year's work. " Students who are
entering the University, whether from
college or from seminary, should realize
that here there is an entirely difl'erent
class of work, and that the methods are
also difl'erent from what they have been
accustomed to in their previous studies.
Every young man, whether lay or ecclesiastical, is supposed to come to the
University with a serious purpose. It is
not so much what the professor will do
for you as what the professor will enable
you to do for yourself. Here men are
left very much to themselves. They are
trusted to utilize every moment of their
time, and to realize that time out of class
is not time for idleness, but that every
moment in the University has its demand
upon the student's serious thought. What
has been done for you, or what you have
done in college or seminary, is simply a
preparation for what you yourselves will
do in the University; for here you will be
glad to utilize the instruction you have
previously received. You enter the University to become scholars, to follow
your inclination for special work, and
thus equip yourselves for a successful
life. The University aims to make you
scientists in every department, and it
places before you in the person of its
professors men who are competent to
guide you in the highest scholarship. It
requires of you earnestness in individual
effort to make use of the means placed
within your reach. Another thought I
would impress upon you at the very outset in the year's work, is to never forget
that this is an institution which has its
great qualifications for you in the fact
that it is the Catholic University, the
foundation-stone of which is the great
fundamental truth that the Church is the
guide and the teacher of all knowledge.
Institutions like this stand before the
world for the practical teaching of the
principle that religion and science go
hand in hand no matter where science
may lead, and that science is best known
when the light of religion shines upon it.
In all your studies never lose sight of
that guiding principle which is a balance
to your life." After urging strongly the
young men to their best efforts, the Right
Rev. Rector said he welcomed them to
the year's work, and extended to all the
advantages and privileges of the University. Above all things he reminded
them that they were students of the
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Catholic University, and that in their
Colleges and Academies.
habits, tastes and studies, they should be
worthy of the heritage of truth which is
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME,
within their Church. He hoped that alNotre Dame, Indiana.
ways and everywhere they would be
Classics, Letters, Science, Law, Civil, Mechanical
and
Electrical
Engineering.
Catholic gentlemen, worthy of the UniThorough Preparatory and Commercial Courses.
students at special rates.
versity, and bearing with them the honor Ecclesiastical
Rooms Free. Junior or Senior Tear, Collegiate
of the banner, worthy children of the Courses. St. Edward's Hall, for dots under 13.
The 107th Term will open September ,7th, 1897.
grandest educational institution in this Catalogues sent Free on application to
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The celebration in honor of the silver
jubilee of Rev. William J. Hill, L.L.D.,
rector of St. Paul's Church, Brooklyn,
N. V., began last Monday, and ended on
Thursday with imposing religions ceremonies. On Tuesday evening a superb
set of vestments and a gold chalice was
presented Father Hill by Mr. P. J.
Reagan in behalf of the congregation.

ARCHBISHOP ELDER.
An esteemed Maine correspondent asks
us to give a brief biographical sketch
of Archbishop Elder of Cincinnati and we
gladly comply with the request. The
Most Rev. William A. Elder, the oldest
of our archbishops in age and service, is
now approaching his eightieth year. His
birthplace was Baltimore, where he first
saw the lighton March 22, 1819, and was
the ninth child, though not the last of his
parents. His education was received
principally at old Mount St. Mary's College at Emmittsburg, Md., and at the
Urban College in Rome, where he was
ordained to the priesthood on March 29,
1840. A f ter his return to America he taught
for elevenyears at Mount St. Mary's, and
on May 3, 1857, succeeded Bishop Vandevelde in the diocese of Natchez, Miss.
Bishop Elder was consecrated at the
Baltimore cathedral by the Most Rev. F.
P. Kenrick.
Bishop Elder, remained in Natchez
twenty years, and had two particularly
disagreeable experiences there. One was
his imprisonment for a short period during the Civil War, because he did rot
obey an unnecessary order issued by a
tyrannical officer, and the other was an
attack of the yellow fever in 1878. In
ISM Bishop Elder was made coadjutor to
Archbishop Purcell (who had been at the
head of Mount St. Mary's when young
Elder was a student) at Cincinnati, and
made administrator of the diocese, no
light task in those days, but he bore
cheerfully burdens which a man of less
executive ability might have considered
too heavy. He became archbishop of
Cincinnati on July 4, 1883, after the
death of the venerable Archbishop Purcell. In spite of his advanced years,
Archbishop Elder Is still actively employed in the duties of his great office,
and is esteemed for the correct judgment he displays in all matters requiring
grave and thoughtful deliberation in
council and elsewhere.

An Eminent Specialist's Offer.
Some people are always going to the
doctors and are never well. A large portion of their income goes for doctors' advice and medicines that do no good. The
question of health 1s a vital one; but the
diseases that ruin lives are the chronic
nervous and blood complaints that the local practitioner is wholly unable to cope
with. For all such disorder, for all diseases arising out of the blood and nerves,
theremedies discovered by Dr. Greene, of
31 Temple place, Boston, Mass., one of
whose discoveries is the world-famous
Nervura, provide the cure. These remedies are so uniformly successful that
they demonstrate themselves to be what
they really are, the provision made by nature for the cure of such Ills. This
gieat specialist discovered them after
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Classical, Scientific and
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Courses. Terms: $300.00 in Senior, and
$260.00 in Small Boys' Department.
Address

REV. WILLIAM L. O'HARA,

President,
Academy of the Assumption,
WeUesley Hills, Mass.
ThU Academy, situated in the suburbs of Boston,
is only a few miles from the city. It is on the line of
the Boston and Albany Railroad. The location Is
one of the most healthful and picturesque in New
England. The grounds are extensive, affording ample advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum
of studies is thorough and comprehensive, embracing
all the branches necessary for a refined education.
For particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupils
apply to Sister Superior.
Attached to the Academy is a preparatory school
for boys between the ages of 5 and 14. The object of
this school is to give such a general education as will
fit pupils to enter college.

ST. JOSEPH'S ACADEMY
FOR YOUNG LADIES.

Conducteel by the Msters of St. Joseph,
Pittstield. M».<i.
This institution is pleasantly located in
the healthful and picturesque Berkshire
Hills. The course of studies includes all the
brunches of a thorough English education;
the language*, ancient and moelern ; music.
painting, fancy needlework, stenography,
etc.
For further particulars address

SISTER SUPERIOR,
St. Joseph's Academy,

Pitt-tield, Mas-.

years of search and practice, and they
have brought health to thousands.
Dr. Greene charges nothing for consultation and gives his advice, which is
the advice of his great experience also,
absolutely free. Every person, rich or
poor, is welcomed to consult him, either
personally or by letter. The consultation
inspires hope and the treatment cures.
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Writ enfor the Review.
A FAREWELL.
BMY.MAYNE.
H.
suiiiiiier dips her pennons now
O'er all the- hushed domain ;
A herald from the north has shrieked
Across her pillaged plain
Now conies her parting kiss along
In solitary bloom and song.

The

:

Dearer to us as change and chill
Made, thy soft beauty hold,
And strengthened deeper, richer life,
In bands of purest gold,
Than ere the first touch of decay
Had borne one vernal charm away.
Nearer to us, that, turning from
The throng and press of men,
We met thee on thy morning path,
In moonlight's dappled glen ;

And felt our kin,from touch of thine,
With all that's glorious and divine.
He bade us look upon thy blooms,
Who walked the ways of men ;
He taught us from thy mountain slope,
And sought thy shadows, when
He raised a human voice to (rod,
And bathed in crimson tears thy sod
Dear months, adieu

! your

golden scenes

In spirit lights are set,

Where all yonr blending lyric sounds
By spirit songs are met.
W here naught that breathes of time's decay
Cun cloud the tuneful mimmer day.
More than a season's flight! O heart,
To see His smile, hut bow;
'Tis unto little ones He lifts
The veil upon His brow.
His heaven about our lives is spun
Who, blind, shall greet His morningsun!
*.»

THE MAN FROM TEXAS.
FBRMANYUCISE
E GAN.

CHAFTEK

11.

I I.KMKNCIA.

The roses cluster around the gallery of
Dona Flora, for the whole town is a nest
of roses at.this time, pink, crimson, white
and gold. Just beyond that adobe house
is an arching group of bananas, under
which a dark-skinned Mexican, in som.
brero and gay blanket, is selling the pecan
candy which is so common an article of
merchandise. The Angelus tolls from
the cathedral, and the market people in
the plaza cross themselves, while cabs
rush past and the thrifty Germans hasten
to dinner. A Mexican cabellero, velvet
jacketed, with silver buttons flashing in
the sun, dismounts, and passing contemptuously the signs which offer refreshments, enters El Globo l'atoslni, as
the Mexican restaurant is named. Thriving German burghers enter the low house,
and a noon-day stillness settles over the
white expanse of the plaza.
John Donavan watches the San Antonio
and murmurs the Angelus. Dona Flora
has shaken down a great bunch of paletinted bells from a dagger-leaved plant
and left the gallery, to forget the stranger
in the enjoyment of her beloved dish of

chile can.
Donavan's arm is lightly touched. He
sees two black, frightened
eyes looking into his.
"Sefior?,"says a trembling voice.
He takes off his hat, for it is a lady who
addresses him. A young lady, clad in
black, who, In stature, scarcely reaches
his shoulder; she is agitated and she
pauses nervously in her speech.
"Sefior, I beg that you will stay with
my father. He is very ill, and I must go
for the priest."
The young lady pointed to a jacal that
stood a few yards from the river. Donavan hastened towards it. In order to
enter he was forced to stoop. On a bed
of dried leaves, hardly covered by a scanty
blanket, lay an old man. He was evidently not a Mexican. His features were
pinched and his complexion pallid. He
opened his eyes as Donavan knelt near
him, to feel his pulse.
"Where is Clemencia?" he asked,
feebly. '? Has the priest come?"
"Not yet." Donavan gave him some
water, and then began to recite the litany
turns, and
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for the dying. The sick man responded will be safe among your friends in New- were new compared to the news
almost inatidie-.ly. Suddenly he asked :?\u25a0 York. I have some money that 1 can San Antonio papers.
" Your name? Tell me your name!" spare. Det me lend it to you. You can If he had bad a little money, ho

" John Donavan."
"An Irishman or ai Irishman's son.
I can trust you. I want my daughter to
reach the North in safety. I had something, but these accursed Mexicans robbed
me. See her safe out of this accursed
country. Swear that you will."
The old man raised his arms in the air,
as if to grasp the words be could not
utter. He caught sight of the crucifix
tattoed in blue ink on his arm and kissed
it. There was silence. A few minutes
afterwards, the pritst entered. In half
an hour, Clemencia Boynton was alone
in the world.
Her story was simple and short. Her
a
father had been a miner in Mexico
"boss." He had married a Spanish woman,
and had adopted her religion. There
had been a dispute over some land with
his wife's relatives, after Mrs. Boynton's
death, and Boynton and his daughter
were compelled to leave the place, and
they were going North when Boynton
fell sick.
Clemencia had sufficient funds to bury
her father decently. Donavan went to
the funeral, and accompanied her to the
hut which she never called home. He
was struck with her gentleness and good
sense. At this time he did not notice how
beautiful Clemencia was, for he would as
soon have spoken of her features or the
splendor of her eyes as he would have
dreamed of having criticized the looks of
the Madonna in her picture by Murillo.
He felt thatshe was very pure, and gentle,
and fair, and very much above him.
After he had said good-evening to
Clemencia on the afternoon of the
funeral, a woman approached and addressed the girl.
I have heard of your misfortune, my
dear. I have seen you several times and
have taken a fancy to you. Come home
with me, my dear."
The woman was not young, but she was
painted to the eyelashes and dressed
gayly, with banged hair, fluttering ribbons
and bangles. Donavan turned and looked
at her. Her looks and her cracked voice
made him sick. He went up to Clemencia,
who seemed surprised by the kindness of
the woman.
"Miss Boynton," he said, "let me decline this offer for you. You are under
my protection."
The woman turned towards him.
"Oh," she said, with an equivocal
laugh.
" I did not know that this young
woman had so soon found a friend."
" Miss Boynton," said Donavan, shuddering as he thought of the danger the
girl might be thrown into, "you must
leave San Antonio tonight. Have you
friends in the North? "
"Friends of my father's," she said.
" Yes many of them. They are in New
York. But I can not leave. I must stay
and work."
" You must not stay here."
" Why not? There are persons here
who will help me. The kind friends
havepromised. Yon have been very good,
and even strangers, that American lady
who spoke to me a moment ago, shj
will?"
"You roust avoid her," interrupted
Donavan, impatiently, for the simplicity
of the girl exasperated him. " This is a
lawless place, in many ways, you must
leave."
" But I can rot. Sen or. 1 am poor and
and I can not beg. I must work," she
answered, with a proud look in her eyes.
The girl ought not to remain here, he
thought. Vile women abound and the
town is full of reckless stockmen from
the ranches. He reflected ft r a moment.
" Seflorlta," he said, " I can not tell
you why this dwelling-place is unsafe for
you. Your mother could tell you or a
priest could tell you."
A faint red colored Clemencia's cheek,
and a look of horror flashed into her eyes.
"You must go," he continued, "you
?

"

?

it

v
pay me." He took the wallet from his have gone to Kimball County and st
pocket and counted out all the money he a sheep ranch in it small way but a
possessed, with the exception of live all know, be had disposed of all
dollars. She watched him thoughtfully; money. After a time, when brlck-li
drew back her hand, and then held it out was scarce and this came about ju
again. She unlocked a little box which he had become expert ?he wen
contained her belongings, and after a few with a part v of stockmen and aft
minutes' search handed him a roll of probation, he became a ranchman, i
ing the munificent sum of twelve d<
parchment.
"Keep that, Seiior, and if I should die, ? month and "found." "Found" expn
roughly the husks of the prodigal
or not be able to repay you, jou can perhaps make that useful. It is the deed of That's what it means when use
connection with the cattle-drivel
my father's land in Mexico."
Texas.
He refused it.
"No," he said, with a blush and a bow,
To Donavan, this was a miserable
There was no one to whom be i
"your word is enough."
She gazed at him with a thoughtful speak his thoughts. All day be Wl
look in her large, dark eyes a look that the saddle: at night he lay unde
seemed to pierce his mind and her's, and stars and tiied to feel resigned,
measure the motives in one by the mo- prayed a great deal; and thought
often, in a hopeless way, of Clcme
tives in the other.
"I do not know the English well." she Oh, why bad he been brought up to
said, timidly, "but I do know what the and see things which were unsee
word gentleman means. I will take your other men? Everyday, as he looke
money, and Our Lady of Mount Carmel the exasperating unvaried prairic,hc i
this question. VVr by bad lie not
will never forget you."
up to work with bis lis
brought
He heard her fasten the door of her
been obliged to spciul
Why
had
he
and
away
house,
little
he went
with a
of
part
best
bis life over bis Greek
light heart to sup in a mostfrugal manner.
books,
Latin
if it was to be the end
gayer
yet
He was almost penniless,
was
than lie had been for many a day. He he had only been taught to do somel
did not seek shelter that night, but lay useful as well as if could be don
down under the clear, bright sky, as many might have found a place in that 1
do in that happy clime. He went to sleep heartless New York. He never, in
and dreamed that the woman he had seen deepest despair, reproached unj 1
and nic
was armed with the claws of a vulture The thought of his father
and a terrible beak, and that she was was a weight upon him but the ro
the rose was the only foundatio
about to pounce on a little white dove golden castles such as he only u
which had Cleraencia's eyes. The San blood is young and Irish-tinctured
Antonio murmured softly, the scent of build; for all Irishmen are poets.
And thus his life went on. His fel
the roses came faintly to him, and he
him as a man more lea
respected
went to sleep again, for he could see the than they. Despondency, wan ante
little nest in which the dove reposed circumstances, and hope, warranto
none, alternated with him ; but ho]
peacefully.
It happened that some of the Ursuline ways stayed the longest.
[CONCLUSION MiM WEEK.]
Sisters were going North, and through
the influence of the priest who administered the last Sacrament to her father,
Clemencia was placed in their charge.
Physical sensitive
Donavan said good-by with a strange
VV ness is a develoi
feeling of weight on his heart.
merit of civilizatio
"Good-by, my friend," she said.
that curt

:

?

:

?

:

C*«T

"Good-by."
Something fell into his hand. It was
pure like
only a rose, fresh, white,
Clemencia. Only a rose! there were millions of them all around him, yet he,
poor, homeless, friendless, would not
have exchanged it for the wealth of
Simple-hearted, generous
Rothschild.
fellow that he was, it never occurred to
him to imagine that he had made a sacrifice. He was not inclined to give himself
any credit for what he had done. He
watched the flying train and an involuntary sigh escaped from him. The delicious air, the flower scent, the novel
sights, had no charm for him. Yesterday he was not unhappy. Today he felt
as if he had lost a friend. He made a rapid
sketch in his notebook of the bearing of
the land which Boynton had owned. He
had asked Clemencia about it. "Something may come of it," he thought. "She
deserves to be a queen ?an empress !"
What a painter is youth! What artist
can change things as youthful eyes can?
Clemencia, to you or me, would have
seemed a good, gentle, innocent girl; but
an emto our friend she was a queen
press, of whose existence he had been ignorant until a day ago.
Brain-work was not wanted in San
Antonio, so our collegian, obeying Solo.
mini's injunction to do what his hand
found to do, tried brick-la} ing.
He
worked hard that is, as hard as any
man is expected to work in San Antonio
venison and turkey were cheap, so
was good beef, and he lived well; but
there was not much to hope for in a
worldly way. He led a pure, simple life,
indeed the men who
making no friends
came in his way, idlers and refugees.
were not to his taste and conning old
books, for the stories of Dido and Helen
?

?

?

?

?

?
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IRISH EXHIBITS.?Souvenirs of Iris
hellion of 'tfti; Pikes and Weapons Uti
Ancient Warfare; Memorials of Gr;
Emmet ami O'Connell; Piece of Bl;
Stone, Hill of Tarn, with dirt from
Dancdngon Irish Soil; Peat and Moss
from every County in Ireland ; Laces
Belfast; Irish Spinning Wheel, etc.. etc
MUSIC?Sousa with his Band of fifty
ists; East Boston Cadet Band; Boyle O'l
Band, and other musical attractions.
"FLY ROD."?With hunters' loge
Indian camp, Maine Guides, etc.
HOUSEHOLD INSTITUTE.-Willi co
lectures daily.
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IrOiL
suh etter.
Fifty years have fleeted past on
the wings of time since the memorable conflict known as the American
war with Mexico, and it is, perhaps,
timely to place upon record the gallantry and ability of a young IrishAmerican soldier,Thomas W. Sweeny,
who won distinction and who afterwards became a prominent otlicer in
the United States Army. The career
of this gallant soldieris a noble illustration of the loyalty of the Irish race
to America, which has afforded a
home and a shelter to so many of our
kith and kin, and is an ablerefutation
of the slanders and calumny heaped
like coals of fire upon our heads by
the implacable enemies of our race
and creed.
Thomas W. Sweeny, the subject of
our sketch, was a Corkonian by birth,
being born on the banks of the silvery Lee on Christmas Day, 1820,
and was the youngest son of William
and Honora Sweeny. The Sweeny
family are a branch of the (I'Neils of
Dinegal and are known as the MacSweenys of the Battle-axes. The
direct ancestor of this American soldier was Kugene Sweeny of the
Lake," who in 1000 was the owner of
MashanaglassCastle ; Brian, his son,
owned, at the same time, Cloghda
Castle. MashanaglassCastle was inherited by a son Eugene, known as the
younger, who through complicity in
the rising of 1811 forfeited his title,
and the castle passed to other hands.
In more recent times akinsman, John
Sweeny, was a prominent member of
the United Irishmen and an intimate
and confidential friend of Hobert
Emmet. He was arrested and conlined along with Thomas Addis
Emmet, William James MacNevin,
Arthur O'Connor and others in Fort
George for the part he played in the
insurrection of 1798.
In 1832, five years after the death
of his father, Thomas W. Sweeny
was brought to the United States by
his mother, who settled in New York

"

CUE

SACKED

and grapefrom the Mexican batteries.
The appearance of Company A, at
this time, is thus described :?
Lieutenant Miller was laying off
Lieutenant
quite
unconcerned;
Sweeny sat a little to his left, with
his knees drawn up, clasping them
with his hands and smoking an old
pipe with the most perfect gusto.
Private David Doremus was leaning
against a tree, and the men were scattered about in every direction?some
lying, some in a sitting posture?were
cracking jokes about the manner in
which the balls were pattering among
them. A round shot passed within a
foot of Lieutenant Sweeny's head,
struck the tree against which Doremus leaned, and fell at his feet. He
picked the ball up,'and, tossing it to
Lieutenant Sweeny, said, "Lieutenant, feel how thundering hot that is !"
After a severe skirmish, with a
loss of two men of the company, the
first height was carried. In this engagement Lieutenant Sweeny distinguished himbelf for his coolness, skill

and intrepidity.
During the night of the 17th they
were ordered to drag the artillery and
ammunition to the top of the hill, a
work almost superhuman ; but it was
accomplished at three o'clock on the
morning of the 18th., Lieutenant
Sweeny, although not obliged to do
so, carrying balls with the men, in

order to encourage them in their arduous labor. So thoroughly broken
down were some of the men by this
work, that immediately on its completion they dropped where they
stood, and in the cold night air enjoyed a sound repose for a couple of
hours.
Lieutenant Sweeny was
found between the bodies of two dead
Mexicans (killed intaking the heights
the evening before), which he had
rolled on either side of him, as he
said, "to keep off the cold."
At Contreras, Aug. 19, 1847, where
the New York regiment stood the
whole night up to their knees in
mud, the men were encouraged by
the bearing of their Lieutenant. Without food, without shelter from a pitiCity, where, after finishing his educa- less storm, they needed all the
tion, the young lad was apprenticed encouragement that could be given
in the printing business. He was one them.
of the first to volunteer at the breakAt Churubusco, Aug. 20, 1837,
ing out of the Mexican War in 1846, while leading his men into action,
and he was commissioned second lieu- Lieutenant Sweeny was struck in the
tenant in Company A of the First groin by a spent ball, which passed
New York Volunteers, commanded through three thicknesses of clothing,
by Colonel Ward B. Burnett.
and produced a painful though not
On the Bth of January, 1847, the dangerous wound. Although adregiment, to the number of about vised to retire he refused so long as
SOO men, sailed from New York for he was able to stand. A few minutes
the seat of war. An eye-witness later he was again wounded, receivthus describes his subsequent move- ing a musket ball in hie right arm,
ments :
but, nevertheless, he continued to
? After the bombardment of Vera lead and animate his men until he
Cruz, his regiment, with others, was sank from exhaustion and loss of
inarched into the interior. It was at blood, and had to be carried to the
Cerro Gordo, April 18, 1847, that rear. The wound in his arm proved
Lieutenant Sweeny first practically so serious that amputation was found
"smelt powder." Company A and to be necessary in order to save his
one other were detached to support life.
Captain Francis Taylor's battery, in
On his return to New York in 1848,
storming the first height. They cut Lieutenant Sweeny was received with
a road through the chapparal for the distinguishedhonor. He wasbreveted
artillery,to the left of the enemy's pos- captain by the governor of the state,
ition, in order to turn it. They were and presented with a medal by the
exposed to a raking fire of canister city government. He was also given
?
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a grand reception ball at Castle
Garden, which is described as the
largest and most brilliant ball of the
season.
His subsequent career is well
known. He served in the Indian
wars in the West, and at the outbreak of the Civil War he had attained the rank of captain in the
regular army. He served with distinction in the West, and at the battle
of Wilson's Creek he was severely
wounded. AtShiloh, where he commanded a brigade, he successfully
defended a position assigned to him
by General Sherman, for which Sherman afterwards said, "He held it,
and I attach more importance to that
event than to any of the hundred
achievements which I have since
heard saved the day." In this battle
he was again wounded, receiving a
minnie ball in his remaining arm, and
another shot in his foot, while his
horse fell, riddled with seven balls.
Soon afterwards he was made brigadier-general, and was engaged in the
battle of luka and the siege of
Corinth, wherehe wa"s again wounded
and had a horse killed under him.
In the Atlanta campaign he commanded the second division of the
Sixteenth Corps of the Army of the
Tennessee, and participated in the
battles of Resaca, Dallas, Kennesaw
Mountain, the actions at Nickajack
Creek, Buff's Mills, Rome Cross
Hoads, Calhoun's Ferry, and others
and at the battle before Atlanta,
July 22, 1804, his division drove the
Confederate force to which it was
opposed back with great slaughter,
capturing four battle-flags and 900
prisoners. On this occasion General
Sweeny was thanked on the field of
battle by General Frank P. Blair for
having
saved the army of the

;

''
Tennessee."

In August, 1802, General Sweeny
was presented with a sword by the
city of Brooklyn, for his services in
the Civil War. He was finally retired from active service, May 11,
1870, with the full rank of brigadiergeneral, and died at Astoria, L. 1.,
April 10, 1892. At the time of his
death General Sweeny was one of the
oldest commissioned officers in the
United States, having been in the
regular service more than forty-four

proved by bis connection with the

Fenian Brotherhood, of which lie
was the recognized military leader
during the campaign against the English in Canada, in 1866, and up to
the close of the Troy convention in
that year, when he was obliged to
resign the position, on resuming his
rank in the I'nited States Army.
The British minister at Washington
tried very hard to prevent his restoration to the army; but neither Congress nor the War Department would
permit his being superseded, as he
was not in active service at the time
of the Fenian movement.
M. J. Rochk.
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Candles for Parlor, Boudoir, Dining
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THE TURN OF LIFE

TH
he ousewife.

says this authority, " inundotted and minutes, then add three tablespoonnon-figured veils, vision is interfered fuls of sugar and one pint of cream.
with in direct proportion to the num- Stir well while boiling. Turn into a
THE HOUSEHOLD.

Is the most important period in a woOwing to modern
man's existence.
ber of meshes to the square inch."
double boiler and keep water in the methods of living, not one woman in a
lower boiler at almost a boiling-point thousand approaches this perfectly
To destroy moth eggs, fifteen for
without experiencing
Inkstains on white material may
half an hour. Beat several eggs natural change
a train of very annoying and somegrains of acetate of potash in a pint light, add, and remove
be removed most effectually by washat once from times painful symptoms.
of spirits of rosemary is recom- the fire.
When cool add three teaThose dreadful hot flashes, sending
ing first in strong brine and then
shelves and spoonfuls
of vanilla extract. Serve the blood surging to the heart until it
wetting the spot in lemon-juice. This mended. Brush closet
seems ready to burst, and the faint
crevices where moths are feared with
is harmless as well as dependable.
by putting about a dessertspoonful feeling that follows, sometimes with
turpentine frequently.
into each cup, filling up with boiling chills, as if the
_^?w-^_

SUGGESTIONS FOR

A strong solution of potash should
be often used in rinsing out the kitchen
sink. It is excellent for dispelling
the grease which has such a mysteriouß affinity for the waste-pipes,
and will save many a plumber's bill
if rightly employed.

A few drops of alcohol on a cloth
are better than soap and water to
clean a lamp-chimney. Use the soap
and water first and apply the alcohol
for any spots remaining, and to give
a fine polish. The metal work of a
lamp may be rubbed bright with its
own
oil.
Cold boiled or broiled salt mackerel
combines with cold mashed potato
A most nourishing compound for
very palatably as a change from the the invalid's tray is beef tea with
usual codfish ball. Free the mackerel oatmeal. One tablespoonful of
oatcarefully from bones and skin, add meal is stirred smooth in two tablean equal quantity of the potato,
spoonfuls of cold water. Add one
season with pepper, and beat in an cupful of
strong beef tea; cook five
egg to a cup each of fish and potato. minutes, stirring constantly; then
Shape in croquette balls and drop in drain and serve hot, seasoned with a
deep lard or in small round cakes little salt.
and fry in butter.
Eggs poached in milk afford not
When adding whipped cream to a only apleasant variety in the invalid's
cup of chocolate, it is considered menu, but the dish, besides, offers a
better by those who make it a point slight increase in nourishment over
to know, to put the cream in the the usual way. The milk should come
bottom of the cup and pour the chocto the scalding-point, when the egg
olate over. F"or the daily chocolate
is dropped in and cooked, as if in
the light froth, which is a good sub- water. A littleof thehot milk is poured
stitute for the cream, is secured at the
over the toast to soften it before the
moment of serving by whipping egg is slipped on.
lightly with an egg-beater or pouring
The odor from the heating of a
the liquid three or four times between
new iron vessel is very unpleasant,
two vessels.
and it may be avoided in this manLemon ice is rather a disappoint- ner : Place the kettle in the yard at
ment to most persons eating it for the a safe distance from anything inflamfirst time, and when made according
mable and put into it a cloth saturated
to most recipes. Miss Helen John- with kerosene; drop a lighted match
son, the cooking-teacher, once made upon the cloth and let the oil burn
an experiment in her own home with
out. When the kettle is again cold
a mould of lemon jelly which had not wash it in a hot solution of strong
hardened properly. She turned it soda water. After this treatment
into a freezer, and evolved therefrom the vessel may be used in the house
a lemonice. Theresult was so different
without any disagreeable odor.
from the usual coarse, rather vapid
sweet, that she has since that time
Haircloth that is used for furadvocated proceeding in the initial niture covering makes an admirable
steps exactly as for the making of cleaner and whip for upholstered
jelly in the recipe given upon the furniture. Take half a yard and
gelatine package, perhaps adding fringe it out, leaving about an eighth
more sugar, as this seems to freeze of a yard ; roll this upon a long stick
out in the last process.
and fasten it securely. Small pieces
of haircloth make the best of bonnet
A specialist in eye troubles, Doctor
brushes. Strips of the cloth, five or
C. A. Wood, has been examining a six inches deep, should haveeach edge
number of face veils of different sorts,
ravelled out, leaving one side deeper
to determine how far they perceptibly
than the other and reserving one and
affect their wearers. All of them, he one-half inches of the cloth for the
finds, contribute some disturbance, holder. Roll the strips into a tight,
those most faulty producing weak
close roll, keeping the fringed edges
eyesight, headaches, and sometimes even. Sew the unravelled part very
vertigo and nausea. The most ob- securely and
cover with a piece of
jectionable kind is the dotted veil, two-inch-wide bright-colored ribbon.
though of this variety some are more
injurious than others. He finds, too,
A test of good chocolate is that it
that the texture of the veil is im- does not thicken in the cooking as
portant in regulating its bad effect, the inferior sorts do because of
those veils made in double-thread adulteration with flour.
A formula
mesh being much more harmful than for chocolate to be served at any
such as are woven with a single function, and which may be made
thread. If a veil must be worn, one several hours beforehand, is given by
without dots, sprays, or other figures, a cooking teacher. Wet one pound
but with large, regular meshes, made cocoa powder in a little cold milk and
of single, compact threads, should be stir into two quarts of milk brought
selected. "Other things being equal," to the boiling-point. Let it boil ten

water. The finest flavor is extracted
from cocoa by cooking it thoroughly. good, are sympIt is not a piece of news to say
that this is the time of the year to
pick up bargains in the shops, in the
way, for example, of bric-a-brac,
which will later serve as acceptable
Christmas gifts. "Yet it is so absolutely true that women may well be
reminded of the fact. If it is possible to get a day or two of shopping in
town, the trip, if not too far, will well
repay one just now. A small amount
of money may be this month judiciously laid out in staple articles that
will not lose their value quickly odd
bits of cut glass or china, pretty
lamps, candlesticks, and a thousand
and one small luxuries. These are
marked down for the dullest time of
the year, but will go up again later in
?

toms of a dan-
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are crying out for assistance.
The cry should be heeded in time. Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
was prepared to meet the needs of
woman's system at this trying period
of her life.
The Vegetable Compound is an invigorating strengthener of the female
organism. It builds up the weakened
nerves

nervous system and enables a

woman

to pass that grand change triumphantly.
It does not seem necessary for us to
prove the honesty of our statements,
but it is a pleasure to publish such
grateful words as the following
I have been using Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound for some
the season.
time during the change of life and it
me. I
A writer on the Anglo-Indian has been a saviour of life unto medican cheerfully recommend your
kitchen, in an English culinary cine to all women, and I know it will
journal, gives some details of the ser- give permanent relief. I would be
vice that reveal the trials of house- glad to relate my experience to any
sufferer."?Mrs. Della Watson, 524
keepers in India. Filth in every form West 5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
appears to be a necessary accompaniment of the East Indian cuisine. pure dye and fifty per cent, of the

The kitchen sink is on the floor, with
an outlet through the wall. There is
no underground drainage, and the
sewage is as apt to flow about the
well as anywhere else. The cook, in
toasting bread, holds it between his
toes before a charcoal fire. Chinamen are more cleanly, but they frequently use the soup tureen to wash
their feet in. In one particular East
Indians secure greater cleanliness
though the use of pure wood ashes for
washing utensils instead of soap. The
former have pungentcleansing properties without a disagreeable reminder,
as in the case of the latter. In all accounts of East Indian cookery the inevitable curry plays the leading part.
It is only of late years that it has
been revealed that curry powder is
valueless unless freshly made. The
commercialsort that is exported from
India possesses no merit whatever,
and is a libel on the concoction.
The only unmarried daughter of
the Prince of Wales is not allowed
to ride a bicycle. She has a tricycle,
and even that she never uses without
an attendant.
Marion.

THE CARE OF THE

UMBRELLA.

:

"

silk thread submitted was overloaded with dye and would not stand
chemical test. This is a fruitful
cause of trouble in umbrellas,and some
concerns insist on all the silk and
silk threads standing a chemical test
in this respect. When over-dyed
silks are wet and the umbrellas rolled
and set away, we find the owners
complaining that their umbrellas are

cracking in the folds. Fine holes
appear and they are apt to return the
umbrella to the merchant and claim
damage.
The nearest present approach to what a Cook"ing
Apparatus should be." [Judges' report.]

G
HA EE
Ranges
Are The Besr.

One of the fruitful causes of holes
Quick, sure and even bakers, economical
in the folds of an umbrella is imwith fuel, and are guaranteed to give perfect
satisfaction in every particular with proper
proper care when it is_wet. To roll
use. SOLD BY LEADING DEALERS.
up a wet umbrella is to invite the
MAGEE FURNACE COMPANY, Makers, BOSTON.
dyes to rot it, and one of the banes
of the umbrella manufacturer is Kouml ry Established In 1790 byPaul Revere
loaded dye on silk. Out of one
chimes
i V ?>!And
COPPER AND TIN.
ULI
hundred samples of silk submitted to
BULKS
HELL CO.,
I «A
BOBTON, MAHH.
an expert not more than ten were UtalabV
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Medical.
ABOUT THE BABY.

In an address before a body of
medical men in New York, Doctor
H. L. Taylor pointed out the importance of muscular exercise in the
normal development of infants.
He said:
Since the infant has
such ampleendowments and spontaneous impulses to wholesome activity,
our first and most important care
must be to avoid undue interference
or repression. The babies will attend to their own gymnastics if not
prevented. It is evident that the
movements of the trunk and limbs
should not be impeded with wrappings ; baby's activity should have
free play. The clothing should be
loose and simple, fitting in successive
layers so that all can be put on at
once ; the shorter skirts now in vogue
look in the right direction. Even
little babies should have their skirts
thrown back from time to time and
be allowed to freely kick their feet;
short skirts should be put on early.
There seem to be important advantages, also, in leaving the feet naked
until the child walks.
The baby's bath should be made
to contribute to its physical training,
and twice daily it should have a
special air-bath. The first may well
be in the morning, when it is tubbed.
It should then not be hastily covered,
but kept exposed to the air for some
time, while the skin is rubbed until
it glows. At bedtime all clothing
should be removed, and the baby
placed on a blanket, rubbed, rolled
over and exposed to the air. Even
little babies enjoy this,and long before
they can walk they look forward to it.
AVhen old enough to toddle about
they seem to enjoy nothing so much
as this rub and frolic, and when
running about unclothed everything
takes on a new and more attractive
aspect. These air-baths, as well as
rubbing and the application of water,
are true gymnastics for the skin and
vessels, a refreshing tonic and a

"

"

protection against microbic invasion
and sudden change of the temperature."
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HEART REVIEW.

NeB
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S. Fltz dwells on the importance of the
study of free-hand drawing in training
the powers of observation; and Charles
From Benziger Brothers, New York, Frederic Holden has a convincing paper
Cincinnati and Chicago, comes another of on"The Economic Value of Animals."
Father Finn's stories for boys,
" That The Catholic Home Annual" for 1898
Football Game and What Came of It,"
"
which is a worthy successor to the Other has been issued by Benziger Brothers of
healthy and genuinely interesting books New York, Cincinnati and Chicago. In
that this author has given us. Boys entering upon its fifteenth year it shows
brought up on a diet of Father Finn's every sign of progress, and, in adstories will not become "goody-goody," dition to its calendar and other tabulated
neither is there any danger that they will information, has several interesting tales,
take the "tough" for their ideal. The including, among others, a prize story by
"Football Game" can be recommended Margaret If. Trainer and "An Unreasonable Man," by Maurice Francis Egan. The
as an antidote for dime novel and yel"
low " literature poison. It is filled with publication lias also a biographical sketch
exciting incidents and dramatic situations, of "His Excellency, Most Rev. Sebastian
and underneath all is a strong moral Martinelli, O. S. A., the Apostolic Delelesson. The yell of the Milwaukee Col- gate," by the Rev. James F. McGowan,
"
lege " football enthusiasts who figure in O. S A.; "The Good St. Anne," by Very
the story is refreshing. It is, according Rev. Dean Albert A. I.ings, and other
contributions of meritorious and instructto Father Finn :?
ive character.
Rickety,
rax,
kerax,
kerax,
"
Rickety, rax, keroo,
The current number of the " New
Whenever we try to buck the line
Church Review" has an article on"The
We break right through! "
Gallican Church," by C. Theophilus OdhThis book is sold for 85 cents.
ner, which indulges in the wild idea that
French Catholics may be induced to join
what it calls the "New Church," because
VARIOUS NEW PUBLICATIONS.
the mistaken and misguided Abbe Ledru
Tiif. "Holy Cross Purple" for October became a followerof that madman, Emanmaintains its usual excellence.
This uel Swedenborg. This, too, notwithmonth it is rich in prose and verse, the standing the fact that M. Ledru's nock
editorials are well written, and every- was dispersed after his death, and his efthing combines to make it one of the best forts to establish a so-styled French Catholic Church came to naught. We are
of the college monthlies.
surprised at some of the expressions that
the author of the article is allowed to use
The current issue of the "Catholic Reading Circle Review " is a double number in connection with the Catholic Church.
containing reports of the Champlain and Writers of good breeding among our sepMadison Catholic Summer Schools, nearly arated brethren have long ago discarded
them, though they are sometimes found
one hundred half-tone photographs, including portraits of distinguished men in A. P. A. organs. The opening paper in
and reproductions of scenes and events. the magazine, "Swedenborg," is by GilComprehensive abstracts of nearly one bert Hawkes, and there are references to
hundred lectures on various branches of Swedenborg and his peculiar teachings in
knowledge are also given, as well as an the remaining contributions.
outline of the courses of reading and study
The "New England Magazine" for Ocof the Reading Circle Union for 18H7-98.
tober has an unusually entertaining and
instructive paper by Thomas J. Calloway
The " Rosary Magazine " for the present month, in recognition of the season, on "Booker T. Washington and the Tushas several timely articles, including kegee Institute"; "The Autumn Birds of
" The Dominican Sisters of the Perpetual New England," by William Everett Cram,
Rosary," an edifying account of the origin will be found interesting by lovers of our
"little brothers of the air"; "The Story
and progress of the work of the sisterhood both here and abroad; "Intentions of an Old House, and Who Lived in It," by
of the Rosary," by the Very Rev. J. M. Sarah H. Swan, contains some curious inL Monsabre, O. P., which is especially formation of a time in Boston long before
addressed, in this issue, to mothers; and the subway was dreamed of; "The Homes
" The Rosary in the Holy Band," by the and Haunts of Israel Putnam," has much
Rev. A. Azzopurdi, O. P., wherein is told that is new on the sterling Connecticut
that to use the traditions of Palestine to patriot of the Revolution; A. D. Mayo
good profit we must study it on the has a paper on the "Education of the Colground to which it belongs. Appropriate ored Youth"; and there is a descriptive
poems, inspired by the month of the article on Keene, New Hamp>hire, by
rosary, are contributed by Eliza Allen Francis S. Fiske. The Action and verse
Starr, Marcella A Fitzgerald and Eleanor of the number are good, and the "Editor's
Table" discusses Professor Norton's reC. Donnelly.
cent utterances on the increase of lawMcAdie
is
the
author
of
Alexander
lessness in New England communities.
an excellent informative article in Appleton's "Popular Science Monthly " for
The leading article in the "North
October. Itis entitled "Franklin's Kite ExAmerican Review" for October is by
periments With Modern Apparatus," and Bishop Henry C. Potter, and is entitled
points out the advantage of the kite of toMan and the Machine." It is explanaday for commercial and scientific pur. tory, in a measure, of his speech which
poses. W. B. Parker, a former pupil of was delivered in New York, last spring,
Professor James at Harvard University, before the Church Association for the adin the "Psychology of Belief," is of the vancement of the interests of labor, in
opinion that so long as life remains a which he referred to the purely mechanbundle of functions united to delight in ical and unintelligent character of much
their activity, men will have a healthy that is reciuired of a working man in
desire to believe rather than to doubt; serving or feeding some great mechanism,
which is, perhaps, one way of saying that and pointed out that the utter monotony
without faith life is not worth living. of it must needs account for- the intemLaws of Nature" is perate reaction from such monotony, of
" Some Unrecognized
one sometimes heard. These views
a review of a book, with the same title, which misrepresented
and were heralded
were
by Professor C. H. Henderson. It is a as a denunciation of the employment of
gravimachinery in manufacture and an unrecritical consideration of the law of
tation and its various dependencies, in served condemnation of it in connection
our modern industrial life. He
which the universality of gravitation is with
urges upon the privileged classes the
doubted, in a way that will provoke connecessi y of owning the conditions of our
troversy. "Existing Methods of Taxapresent industrial life that need bettering,
tion," by David A. Wells, indicates and the touching of them with a wi-e
and generous and fraternal hand. "Immithat the defect of our system of gration and the Educational
Test," by
taxation exists in the assumption Prescott F. Hall,which follows,is in favor
necessary
everyleading
to assess
of the
and writing test on the adthat it Is
H. mission of immigrants to this country,
thing in order to tax equitably.
___^____

HEALTH AND STUDY.

If, by gaining knowledge, we destroy our health, we labor for a thing
that will be useless in our hands ; and
if, by harrassing our bodies (though
with a design to render ourselves useful) we deprive ourselves of the abilities and opportunities of doing that
good which we might have done with
a meaner talent which (rod thought
sullicient for us, by having denied us
the strength to improve it to that pitch
which men of stronger constitutions
can attain to, we rob God of so much
service and our neighbors of all that
help which, in a state of health, we
might have been able to perform. He
that sinks his vessel by overloading
it, though it be with gold and silver
and precious stones, will give his
owner but an ill account of his voyage.

"

339
and the article contains some other ideas
that can not be endorsed by men of broad
and liberal views. " Another View of
theUnion Label," by Starr Hoy t Nichols,is
a reply to an article by Miss M. E. J.
Kelly, which appeared recently in the
same magazine. Mr. Nichols is opposed
generally to trade unions and the use of
the union label. In College Discipline"
David Starr Jordan," president of I.eland
Stanford, Jr., University, California, favors the quiet dismissal from college of
students whose characters are known to
be bad. Andrew Carnesie has a discriminating article on some important results
of Queen Victoria's jubilee this year, and
theother articles arc timely.
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BS Cents,
Original Contribution)* by
M*R3a«et
M. Traisek. Prize story

"A Noel, anil What Came of It." All
about a curious mistake.
HeiSA Mm.hollasoGiLHF.RT "Granny
Grogan." A touching siorv of Irish
life.
Katharine Tvnan Hiskson.
"The
Wardrobe." An Irish story, in a vein
of rare humor.
Mauricr Hrani is Egan. "An UnreasonableMan." One of Dr. Egan's best
efforts.
Walter Lkikv. "Jemmy."
A characteristic sketch of life on the Canaelian border.
M»rion Ames Taguart. "The Madonna
of the Falling Leaf." A tender, graceful str»r\'.
Right BBV. Mint. Thos. J. Coxatt. "The
study of the- New Testament."
Thoughts on
Verv Rev. F. Giraruev.
the First and Second ComiiiMiidiiients."
V»rv Rev. Dean a. a. Lings. "The
Good Saint Anne."
Some famous
shrines.
Rev. F. .1 Me tiowtN. "His Excellency,
Most Rev. Sebastian Man inelli, 1) D"
Rev. C. Schkf.inek, 0. s. u. "At the
Threshold of America "
ELLA McMahon. "He is Truly Great that
is Great in Cliaritv." A glance at the
life of St. Vincent de Paul.
" The Ermine Cloak." A delightful legendary
tale.
" The Abyss." A romantic ta!e of the time of

"

Charlemagne.

by all Catholic Booksellers arid agents, or sent
*n Sold
postpaid on receipt of price by the publishers.
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"The Overland Limited" to California.

"

Only

San

s

Francisoo

Jns

Week-

Equipment of "The Overland Limited
Is
the finest. Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars, Dining
Cars, Buffet, Library and Smoking Oars, all lighted
by Blntsch Gas and Steam Heated.
Descriptive pamphlets mailed upon applicationW, MA88EY,
Address?
Traveling Passenger Agent,
393 Washington St.. Boston, or
R. TENBROKCK,
Oen'l Eastern Agent, 387 Broadway, New York.
K L. LOMAX,
E. DICKINSON,
Gen'l Pass'r and Ticket Agent,
General Manager,
Omaha. Neb.

"

AMERICA'S HIGHEST GRADE
i

A trial will convince you
of its merit

/^yS'AKINC

ARTHUR

V^^/FLOUR
r

Make-thewhitest «nd

moot

SANDS, TAYLOR & WOOD,

Owners & Wholesale Distributors, 172 St*te St.. Boston.

Kidney Ills

>~
J^3*^5^
'

are caused by poison that
indigestioncreates. Stop the

I poison and you find the cure. I
TARRANT'S SELTZER APERIENT
V stops indigestion. It cleanses |
/ and strengthens

'

)
\

I

stomach
liver and
kidneys.
Sold by
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THE SACRED HEART REVIEW.*
F
Factsnd igures.
Ie

|

aSensd onsense.
N

Borden
i Gail
Eagle

j It is said there

are in the United The whistling winds, the falling lerves,
Now stir the poet's soul;
States 40,000 deaf mutes.

j

Alas!

"

hats celebrate their
1 centenary this year. They were first
i introduced in 1797 at Paris.
II

>

I\

there's Fall in everything,

Except the price of coal.

Stove-pipe"

"So she refused you, did she?"
" Well, no simply catalogued

\

?

The oldest stained-glass window me and hung me on the line."
I in England is in the Canterbury
How wouldyou define 'ennui' ?"
cathedral. It dates from 1174.
"It's when you're tired of doing
i
j
i It is estimated that the present nothingand toolazy todo something."
Ii wealth of the United States exceeds
Hans, why did you take off your
I the wealth of the whole world at any hat to that man?
i period prior to the middle of the
Dot man vas mem shveetheart
i eighteenth century.
mit dc golden hair's fader."
J It is said that the RioTinto in Spain The acme of politeness was
| has the curious property of hardenreached by a mining superintendent,
| ing everything thrown into it. If two
who posted a placard, reading,
| stones are placed in contact with
"Please do not tumble down the
\ each other they are soon cemented shaft."
| together. Fish can not live in this
Teacher.
Tommy, what do you
[ water.
know of the Sphinx?
I In this country our fisheries are Tommy. ?The Sphinx is a woman
worth about $45,000,000 a year.
with a great head. She hasn't talked
] The fish refuse is so economically and for 3,000 years.
ingeniously utilized in the preparation
Mr. Oldby.
I am a self-made
of oils, glues, fertilizers, etc., that
I began life as a barefoot
these conquests of waste material man, °ir.

brand imM\I
Condensed Milk

Has No Equal asan Infant Food.

f

#

m "INFANT HEALTH'sent FREE.

j

"

>

"
"

"

_^____
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?

lonely country road, my pointer

The NewO.OOO Tons Twin-Screw
Steamship

stood stock still. There was no
evidence of game. There was no
one on the ground but an old country farmer, standing stock still, too,
gazing at us. A moment later we
found that the farmer's name was
Partridge."

i

,«"?

Policeman.?Don't you know that
bicycle riding is forbidden in this
street? Dismount at once !
Bicyclist.
Excuse me, Mr.
Policeman; my name is Meyer and
I live at 277 Tulpenplatz. I wish "CANADA," of the DOMINION LINE
(U. S. and Royal Mall Steamers) in Service l
between
i
you'd come to my house and arrest
me ! You see, I'm only just learning Boston, Queenstown and Liverpool,
Holds record for Fastest Time between
to ride, and I don't know how to
Boston and (Queenstown.
Passage at Low Rates. Second Cabin
Cabin
mount and dismount yet.
return,
(very superior accommodation*), £42.00;
?

:

realize about one-seventh of the total boy.
A parish beadle in Scotland was
i income from the fisheries, or almost Kennard. Well, I wasn't born lately much exercised at the apwith shoes on, either.
; $7,000,000.
pearance of a strange old gentleman,
Frothingham.
who, when the sermon was about to
Mr.
of
molasses
formHow
did
grade
[ The lower
when
the
distook an ear-trumpet in two
begin,
you
proprietor
unsalable
at
feel
proved
erly
any
paying
|
out
of his pocket and began
parts
Louisiana
price.
planters
charged
Many
you?
1
them
screwing
together. The beadle
it
the
Mr.
I
redumped
into
Gildersleeve.
felt
[
bayous, until the
him
until
the process was
authorities
lieved
of
that
hired
watched
feeling.
forbade this. It is now
[
completed and then, going stealthily
used as a fuel, being sprinkled by a
I'll fight the man that up, whispered: "Ye mauna play that
[ machine over the sugar-cane from Bluffer.
me a liar behind my back, if here
called
which the juice has been extracted.
! If ye dae I'll turn ye oot! "
he weighs a ton.
This, when put into the fire, burns
Cuffer.
I'm the man. Why FLossiEis six years old. "Mamma,"
with a strong heat. Its coal value is
don't you begin?
she called one day, if I get married
greater than its value for any other
You don't weigh a will I have to have a husband like
Bluffer.
use, and more than 100,0ij0 tons
ton.
wereso used last year.
pa?"
Pa, is it true that there's nothing
Yes," replied the mother, with
In handling so precious a metal as new under the sun?
an
amused
smile.
"
gold the waste problem assumes seri"That's what a wise man used to
And if I don't get married will I
ous proportions. In gold-mining, say."
have to be an old maid like Aunt
the "tailings," or refuse part of
Well, you buy me a bicycle of the Kate? "
stamped ore, went into the waste- latest pattern, and there'll be someit Yes."
heap. The new cyanide process thing new under yours."
Mamma,"
after a pause
searches this waste and forces it to
it's a tough world for us women,
surrender its treasure. This in South
Doctor, is there not a certain
Africa alone is equal to nearly $5,- scientific justification for the com-000,000 a year. In jewelry manu- mand of etiquette not to eat pie with
facturing establishments every pre- a knife?"
caution is taken to guard against
O, assuredly. It would be far
waste
even the water in which better for a person to eat only the
workmen wash their hands and the knife."
towels they use are saved and
Every Saturday,
Dissatisfied Customer.?All these
searched. When a large watch-casefit eight-old
seem
made
to
garments
CALLING AT
making firm went out of business in
and this little girl is only
children,
New York a few years ago, though
QUEENSTOWN, CORK HARBOR.
six.
they had throughout used every
Yes'm.
Affable Salesgirl.
safeguard against loss, they took
are very much
Eight-year-old
girls
up three floors of the building, and,
more in style this year than they are
with all the accumulated rubbish, reduced them to ashes. From the usually.
cremation they recovered $67,000
Two senators were telling tall
worth of gold. When a new roof stories about their dogs. Out-lying
was put on the mint at Philadelphia each other, the dog tales grew longer
it was suggested that invisible and longer. At last, a southern
fumes might have conveyed golden member of the House broke in : You
Cabin Passage,
and upwards. Second
Outward, $42.50. Prepaid,
plunder to the ceiling, so the leaden think those things are marvelous, do Cabin Passage, $75
Trip,
$40. Round
$78.37. Steerage Passage
roof was melted, and surrendered you? I can tell you something about at Low Rates. Drafts on Great Britain and
passage
Ireland. For
or freight applyat the
$827 worth of gold and silver. Put- a pointer that beats them all to pieces. company'soffice, M State street, Boston,
ting down a grated floor in the Several of us fellows were out gunALEXANDER MARTIN, Agent,
ning. Suddenly, in the midst of a or to the Local Sub-agents in New England.
mint saved the sum of $80,000.
?

?

'''
'''

#78.37. Steerage Passage. jjt'J.s.so. Passengers
booked to and from all points in Great Britain and
Ireland. Kor Sailings. RHtes, etc., apply to or
address JOHN FARLEY & SONS, Gen.
Agents, 103 -tate street, Boston, or Local i
Agents in all cities and towns In New England, i

FITGHBURG RAILROAD, j
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"

"

?

"

?

?

Cunard Line.

"

BOSTON TO LIVERPOOL

?

"

Hoosac Tunnel Route,:

]

The Short Line Between

BOSTON ==s

P

AND

CINCINNATI,
AND ALL POINTS

WCST.

Lake Champlain Route
BETWEEN

===== BOSTON

MONTREAL,
OTTAWA,
QUEBEC,
AND

ALL CANADIAN POINTS,

Palace, Sleeping or Drawing Room Cars
on all through trains.
For Time tables, space in Sleeping Cars, or
information of any kinil call on any Ticket
Agent of the Company, or address
J. R. WATSON,
Gen'l Pass. Agent,
Boston, Mass.

REMOVAL?

Thomas B. Noonan & Co.,

r

[

PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS,
and dealers in
I

CHURCH GOODS,

Have removed to the spacious store

172 TremoDt St., Boston,

i|

Bargains in Catholic Books and
Relig ous Goods.
Drafts on the Bank of Ireland.

Lines

to

,,

,

Passage Tickets on all the
Steamship
Europe.

]

and from

t

